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ABSTRACT
Chinese cybersecurity has become an infamous topic in the field of cybersecurity today, causing
a great deal of controversy. The controversy stems from whether or not censorship is hindering
Chinese economy, society, and relationships with other countries. The White Papers (中国政府

白皮书), the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China (中华人民共和国宪法), and The
Internet in China (中国互联网状况) all suggest that there is a free flow of Internet both within
and without China that promotes peaceful socioeconomic development which the Chinese
government seeks to promote. But is China sacrificing lucrative business prospects to secure
their country? From whom is China securing its people, and is filtering the Internet truly the
cure to insecurity? International Security Studies (ISS) has examined the issue of what is
actually being secured, the nation state or its people. More recent schools of thought have
asserted that Human Security, which is also concerned with the welfare of the people of the state,
is relevant to China’s current security questions. China is reacting to its recent economic
slowdown by reasserting its dominance over news outlets and increasing censorship of the
Internet, which is in direct contradiction to its National Defense and Military Strategy policy.
The policy dictates informationization and modernization through the use of the Internet and
technology, but to control the free-flow of Internet is to limit economic and social development.
This paper explores the above documents, other comparable countries’ cybersecurity policies,
censorship policies throughout China’s recent history, news reports, International Relations
Theory (IRT), and ISS to see if this is so.
Keywords: China, cybersecurity, censorship, economy, society, foreign policy, national security
policy, International Security Studies, International Relations Theory, Human Security, security,
history, contemporary
iv

Chapter 1: Introduction
History books are often timelines told in story form to make events memorable, but here,
the “History of Cybersecurity” takes on an entirely different meaning. “History” in this context
is more like a person’s past, her medical history, or her life story, not merely a sequence of
events that sums up the person’s current state. China is always moving, always changing,
especially in this last century. Unfortunately—even unfairly—China is like a person who was
traumatized by invaders, wars, and revolutions, who is only emerging from that trauma now, raw
and sensitive, unsure of what to do after such tumult, and in a world so completely different from
what it has known. Not only did China emerge completely oblivious to new technologies that
had been pioneered in its absence from the world stage, but it emerged unsure of how to handle,
use, and adopt such technology order to survive the world it newly met. Thanks to Deng
Xiaoping (1904 – 1997), that transition went relatively smoothly, and China began to adopt
technology in a short period of time to the point where few citizens are without a cell phone and
out of range—reception notwithstanding (Carsten 2015).
Technology has brought countries and their people closer together than ever before
(Schuman 2011). Where once physical boundaries such as mountains and oceans played a major
role in a nation’s security they are now rendered futile (Lenzo 2015). In The Rise and Fall of
Intelligence Michael Warner writes of anecdote in perfectly exemplifies how technology can
redefine warfare and security when hot-air balloons were used for the first time to spy during
America’s Civil War (Warner 2014, 20-1). Today, technology has shifted from the mechanical
and the tactile to the digital and the cyber, and the concept of intelligence has changed along with
it, including terminology. The terms referring to intelligence-gathering began in the 1980s with
“Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance,” then called it “Command, Control,
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Communications, and Intelligence,” and finally called it “Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance” (C4ISR) (Warner 2014, 240). This
new technological era brings with it more attacks via the Internet—the ultimate and unavoidable
source of information and communication—changing the term to include “cybersecurity.” The
digital age has now constituted a leap in socioeconomic development, and now holds the keys to
a country’s overall stability, success or failure, or even strength against aggressors. A nation’s
personal or official computers are vulnerable either by personal threats such as malware from a
hacker, or an official, a governmental cyber-attack which may shut down vital systems.
Cybersecurity is one of the main threats plaguing governments today, and can disrupt operations
in many different ways (The White House 1-5; Wilshusen 2015; Watson 2002; Rogers 2015).
Cybersecurity as defined by the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Careers and Studies
(NICCS) is “the activity or process, ability or capability, or state whereby information and
communications systems and the information contained therein are protected from and/or
defended against damage, unauthorized use or modification or exploitation” (NICCS 2014).
Infiltration can be defined as a cyber-attack, which is a denial of service (DoS) or the prevention
of a system such as a computer, or a hack, when malware is introduced into the system and sends
information back to the source of the malware. A growing problem in the cybersecurity world is
that not only government systems but private entities must be protected from cyber-attacks.
Private companies can be connected to, or part of governmental organizations and can carry
information or research and development (R&D) that can be of significant use to other
government or other hackers. Improperly guarded and sensitive information makes any
government’s system vulnerable to attack because the security of the Internet is only as strong as
its weakest link: if one person has connected his computer to the Internet without anti-virus
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software, then he has left his computer and whatever other computers or sites to which he is
connected vulnerable to the same virus (Cornau 2013). While there is a risk each time a person
connects, the Internet is too valuable a tool to regulate.
Governments may regulate the flow of Internet in their particular territories or states, but
private companies and individuals are more likely to be the technological innovators that help the
economy grow, particularly because they have unfettered access to the Internet. Technological
innovation is inextricably linked to economic growth; thus R&D is becoming important and
prominent to any economy, especially one in a developing country (Asian Development Bank
2014, 1-2). For this reason, businesses and governments have made investments into
technological R&D, sometimes through illicit means (Fitzgerald 2011). Cyber-espionage
conducted by government spies or otherwise has been reported since the invention of an intranet
in the 1970s (Warner, 261), and used for surveillance, reconnaissance, and especially theft of
intellectual property (Rogers 2015). News media has reported many cybersecurity breaches, and
has named China as the source.
The Chinese government, most notably People’s Liberation Army (PLA), has been
implicated as the reason for numerous cyber-attacks on countries throughout the world (The
Center for Strategic and International Studies [CSIS] 2014). Until recently, the attacks blamed
on the PLA have been on government and governmental organizations, but now reports have
indicated the PLA has shifted its focus to the private sector. Many of the countries affected by
these attacks are either Western or developed, and those targeted have strong programs in
technological research and development. On the other hand, China has also suffered a series of
cyber-attacks which have originated from either the United States or Taiwan (CSIS 2014).
Because of the Internet’s growing importance, China has modified its White Papers on National
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Defense (2010 年中国的国防) in May 2015 to include cybersecurity threats and to lay out the
plans on how to cope with the attacks.
Part of the reason for this late legislation is the fact that China had received Internet
technology in 1994, twenty years after most developed countries already had such technology
(Martin 1999, xxxv-5). Being twenty years technologically behind the rest of the developed
world—most of which are powerfully influential countries—China has to “play catch up” not
only in technological R&D but also defining its cybersecurity policy. Cyber-warfare is the latest
strategy—more valuable and arguably more devastating than physical battles or weaponry—in a
nation’s arsenal that could keep an enemy nation’s wealth intact but still cripple its military
forces. Cyber-warfare is also the weapon of developed countries which have the monetary
means and with it the status to afford and develop such technology. China is one of those
countries (Gierow 2014; Gouranga 2015; Hartnett 2011).
China has raced ahead economically in recent years, forming its national security and
foreign policy on social and peaceful development; however, this progress is simply in economic,
not technological, growth. To be sure, China is the world’s highest producer of technological
devices (Marsh 2008), but it has lagged as a developer and inventor. Its general economic
success lies in “overseas” manufacturing in that companies from abroad, namely the United
States, have consulted with factories in China and financed cheaper labor to make the technology.
Between 2001 and 2013, an estimated 3.2 million jobs went overseas to China, 2.4 million of
which were solely in manufacturing (Peralta 2014). This street, however, not one-way.
As part of China’s 2009 White Papers on National Defense, the Chinese government
suggests that in order to be part of a “harmonious world of enduring peace and common
prosperity,” China should invite foreign countries to “cooperate,” or collaborate with one another
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in “defense-related science, technology and industry. It emphasizes exchanges and cooperation
with developed countries” (Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of
China [IOSCPRC] 2009, 63) so that China can learn how to develop technology from them.
Above all else, China wants to develop technological R&D from within so that it does not have
to rely on foreign powers to initiate the invention and building of new technology. The term
“science” and its practice have been used commonly throughout the White Papers, mostly to
emphasize China’s push to be more developed in all general areas, especially technology. The
translation of this term in English is accurate, but the term “scientific development” is vague and
needs a definition or examples. Chinese governmental policies have a general idea that connects
them all: China wants to develop socially, economically, and technologically. In addition the
policies stress that China wants to peacefully develop in harmony with the rest of the world.
Despite these policies and their intent, China has had a tumultuous relationship with
technology and the Internet. Technologically and technically speaking, China does produce most
of the world’s technology, particularly computer hardware, but the developers and the companies
hiring the factories are typically Western companies which care about low cost and ignore
workers rights (Kimball 2014). With the advent of the computer and intranet the West pioneered
this technology and its R&D since the invention of the Internet in the 1970s, and cornered the
market for nearly that long as well (Martin 1999). There is an interesting connection between
technology and democratic countries in that most of the technology—digital or otherwise—is
built for a democratic market that allows information to be disseminated freely to whomever has
access. In a way it is difficult for China to embrace access to technology because the Internet
and technology was created by, and is governed by, the West. In response, China makes its own
brand of technology, for instance the social media sites built for Chinese users in place of
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Western brands. More infamous is China’s leaning towards Internet censorship which, as a
result of its national security policy, is a defining source of Chinese Internet frustration and
humor alike (e.g. “The Great Firewall of China”).
Internet censorship in China is considered by other countries to be reactionary because
the government has blocked world-famous newspapers, social media sites, and many Western
websites in general because the sites do not follow Chinese national security policy or have
threatened it. In the case of YouTube among others, the mention of sensitive topics (Xu 2015)
like “Tiananmen Square” or “Taiwanese Independence” is the reason for the outlet’s subsequent
censorship in the early 2000s. Chinese Censorship is in a way ironic in light of China’s
educational history which includes memorization- and information-focused teaching that has
been in practice since Confucius first began his teachings. And only for the sake of social
stability would China go against such an ingrained grain. The Internet is the largest source of
information on this planet, and in order to develop science and technology it is important to
know what other scientists and innovators are doing. One would question China’s wisdom of
blocking off or censoring one of the most important and prolific sources of information,
especially because China declared a desire to “scientifically” build its own technological R&D
when both Deng Xiaoping called for reform in the early 1980s and more recently in the White
Papers on Peaceful Development(中国的和平发展) (Ventre 2014; IOSCPRC 2011).
In recent years Chinese national security policy and foreign policy has been updated to
include cyberspace, but, like civil law (The Economist Staff 2013), it includes it only as a
generality, and it will be defined over time on a piecemeal basis in Chinese national and
international security. Chinese national security is and has been a virulent topic because of one
policy, a “One China Policy.” As a member of the United Nations, China has asserted its right to
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declare that Taiwan is part of its territory in order to preserve national stability, demanding that
other countries must respect that stance when a country enters into agreements with China.
According to Chapter 1 Article 2.1, and Chapter 9 Article 55 of the United Nations Charter,
China has a right to self-determination, and, for example, if it claims that Taiwan is part of its
territory and others support this view, then China’s sovereignty is to be preserved. Cyberspace
has been treated much in the same way in its 2015 White Paper on Military Strategy (中国的军事
战略). In this paper we see cyberspace referred to, and treated as, a territory in the physical, pre-

technological sense.
Cyberspace is a new concept upon which few definitions have been agreed, and there are
also few laws regarding the regulation of the Internet. The terms “cyberspace” and “Internet” are
used interchangeably, but they are actually different concepts. Typically, the Internet is a
connection between and among computers that must be accessed through an Internet provider,
and a program that browses the Internet, such as Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome.
Cyberspace encompasses the Internet, intranets, and anything that exists on a device such as a
laptop or smart phone. However, not all governments base their cybersecurity policy on the
same definition of the Internet and cyberspace. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
Cooperative Cyber Defense Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) catalogues definitions of
cyberspace that vary depending on the country (NATO CCDCOE 2008). The list includes
European, African, and Asian interpretations of cyberspace, which shows a disparity between
and among perspectives on cybersecurity. Cyberspace itself has presented a new challenge to
define boundaries and conduct when it comes to the law, raising such questions as “does it have
a limit or boundary like a nation state?” China already claimed its cyberspace, writing about it in
the English White Paper as if it were a physical thing to be protected along with national
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domains (Song 2015). In this same section of Chapter Four in the White Paper, nuclear
proliferation and maritime authority are all labeled as part of “critical security domains,” thus
making cyberspace as important as territorial disputes.
Much of recent Chinese foreign policy centers around maritime disputes, including
claims over several island chains, and many of those claims involve allies of the United States.
China’s history is peppered with incidents where territory was lost, most notably, the return of
Hong Kong from British rule. China is most sensitive about its territorial disputes because they
are closely tied to national security and social stability within the country. The “One China
Policy” extends to Tibet, Hong Kong, and other separatist groups, which are considered threats
to the country’s safety as a whole.
The point of this rhetoric? Chinese cybersecurity is about a holistic view of security
policy. China is the “newest oldest country,” and with that identity comes obstacles and
perceptions that few other countries have encountered. Unlike other countries, China plays
catch-up in the technology race. Computers were around since World War II (History.com Staff
2011) and China opened to the west around 1978, shortly after the death of Mao Zedong (1893 –
1976). Because of the policies Mao implemented (which were similar to those of the Qing
Dynasty [1644 – 1912]), Mao effectively stunted Chinese growth in areas of economy. It took
Deng Xiaoping’s tireless efforts over a decade to reform the government and ideology around a
closed-off, communist policy and to strengthen China and get it into the international arena. As
part of Deng Xiaoping’s policies on economic growth in the late 1970s, Deng visited countries
such as Japan and the United States and asked for two things: invitations for foreign business,
and the exchange programs for Chinese students.
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Deng recognized China’s need to grow and realized that there was no way it could grow
from within with the help of foreign businesses and educational exchanges. Communism ruined
Chinese education and innovation because of its policies: teachers were bourgeois, and to even
think critically was frowned upon. Even Confucian temples and effigies were destroyed during
the Communist Revolution. Once been part of longstanding traditions, they were treated under
Communism as representations of the decrepit past. According to the Communists, the only way
that China could have its own industrial revolution would be to copy it from others who had
already pioneered the techniques, a practice it continues today. Before this time, foreign policy
was non-existent. Other states were treated with suspicion, and the main concern was to make
China glorious again. However, because China was so isolated, the country never realized it
missed opportunities to grow economically and technology. And who could blame China?
Since 1850, China’s interaction with Western countries was fraught with misinterpretation,
clashes, and the loss of territories that rightfully belonged to the country. The century of
humiliation caused a backlash in foreign relations, and China has been wary of other states,
especially the West, until these foreign policy changes in the late 1970s.
In comparison, China improved its foreign policy since the Mao era, however. It readopted Confucius as a guide to realize its goals in 2005, when former President Hu Jintao (1942
- ) presented the idea of a “harmonious society” like Confucius taught where all people would
have their place in the world (Masuda 2006), and China grow socially and economically and
promote its soft power around the world. These conditions would pave the way for the Chinese
to do business with countries and to achieve the economic growth it put forth in its foreign policy
outline. So far, China does whatever it can to ensure that it succeeds in achieving that growth,
which has caused other countries to complain. These complaints range from companies who
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find their products copied with false logos (Cronau 2013) to government bodies such as the
Office of Personnel Management (Nakashima 2015).
According to data collected from the CSIS and the NATO Review, Chinese hacks solely
targeted governmental organizations until 2008 when hacks refocused efforts on commercial
businesses (CSIS 2010). Suddenly, China-originated attacks shifted from governmental bodies
to private businesses. Technology had always been pushing the economy since the Industrial
Revolution (Mokyr 2000), but this increase in hacking activity on businesses specializing in
technology around the time when the world faced a financial crisis indicates China’s motivation
to fulfill its goal of “economic development,” at least in part. Granted, hacking occurs around
the world millions of times a day from many different Internet Provider (IP) addresses on many
different entities, but the fact that one of the world’s largest and most influential country is being
recognized for, or accused of, hacking a particular type of entity is significant. Such recognition
is so significant that China is becoming synonymous with hacking (Shih 2015). With this idea in
mind, these perceptions unfair and uninformed (Rogers 2015).
What makes Chinese cybersecurity unique and difficult to define is the history of the
country itself. This history has affected perceptions of territoriality, national security, censorship,
and many other aspects of security. China has undergone more changes in the last fifty years
than most countries in the last century (Bol 2016), and with that volatile environment came
uncertainty for the fledgling Chinese government. As a result, this situation created unique
problems for the Chinese government, particularly since all foundations that had been part of
Chinese culture and governance, such as Confucianism, were rejected and destroyed. With this
in mind, the first research question is: what are the Chinese cybersecurity policies and how are
they implemented? In order to understand this question, this thesis will:
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● retrace the history of cybersecurity policy
● examine official government documents stating the policy
● reveal the variables that the Chinese government must take into account in order to form
their cybersecurity policy; and
● analyze the perception of Chinese cybersecurity by the Chinese government and other
countries.
Much of the rhetoric about Chinese hacks today come from reports made by Western media, and
rightfully so: has any nation announced when it has hacked another? On the one hand, even
though reports from Western countries are able to identify China as the origin of the hack, China
comes away from those reports vilified. Chinese spokesmen have come before news media and
defended the Chinese government, saying that the news outlet “has become a ‘political tool’ used
to vilify China’s government” (Couts 2011), but the remarks are dismissed or criticized. On the
one hand, accusing China of cyber-attacks does nothing to stop them from happening, but on the
other hand, reactionary comments or criticisms of the media outlets do nothing to win empathy.
The second research question this thesis will explore is what are the effects of Chinese
cybersecurity on Chinese economy, society, and foreign policy?
In order to understand Chinese cybersecurity policy and its affects this paper will work
backwards in time. Much in the way teachers use “scaffolding techniques” to build a logical
pattern of learning, this paper will analyze Chinese government perspectives on cyber security by
looking at them in the White Papers on National Defense, The Internet in China (中国互联网状

况), among other documents, and then the history of how they came to be. To reveal the
variables affecting how Chinese cybersecurity was developed in China, this paper will analyze
China’s history with the opening of the country in 1978 to explore how industry, education, and
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foreign trade policy methodology was developed, as well as to assess its efficacy. The literature
review will include White Papers, The Internet in China, and The Constitution of the Peoples
Republic of China (中华人民共和国宪法). For a cybersecurity comparison this paper will present
the cybersecurity policies of other countries, both of democratic and communist governments in
the West and the East. From there, this paper will explore Chinese censorship, in terms of what
will be censored and why from, from both a Chinese and a Western perspective.
This paper will analyze the data and put forth reasons for why Chinese cybersecurity has
been modeled the way in which it is, especially in the context of a potential “West versus East”
conflict which has arisen in this sphere, as well as internal contradictions in the policies. Data
from the CSIS will be analyzed and explain the cyber-attacks made on governments and private
businesses that cause these contradictions in cybersecurity policy. Lastly, International
Relations Theory of “Freedom versus Security” will be applied in order to measure the efficacy,
power, and wisdom of Chinese cybersecurity policy with comparison to the other countries
mentioned in Chapter 4. From this investigation, this paper will draw conclusions about Chinese
cybersecurity policy from China’s experience in the last century and its attempt to grow and be
counted among the developed nations of the world. This paper predicts that current Chinese
cybersecurity policy is negatively affecting its economic and social development and its foreign
relations.
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Chapter 2: Chinese Cybersecurity Policy
To “hear straight from the horse’s mouth,” this author contacted Chinese Consulate in
New York City for information. A few weeks later, the Public Relations section of the Consulate
was kind enough to respond, and sent one of the documents analyzed in this paper. The public
documents The Internet in China are for the Chinese people to see the genesis and evolution of
the Internet in China, and to show the ideology behind Chinese Internet security. It will be
analyzed along with the Chinese White Papers on National Defense, Military Strategy, and
Peaceful Development, and The Constitution of the People’s Republic of China as the primary
sources for understanding how the Chinese government views the Internet and Internet use.

2.1 The Internet in China (中国互联网状况)
The Internet in China, a document provided by the Information Office of the State
Council of the People’s Republic of China (IOSCPRC), is a brief outline of the obtaining,
establishment, maintenance, and regulation of Internet in China. It discusses the ideological and
philosophical uses for the Internet, making a case as to why the Internet is important to China.
For instance, the Internet can be a tool for economic growth, which is immediately cited to be in
line with Chinese national social and economic policy (IOSCPRC 2016). Claims in the Forward
and at the start of each section, such as “The Internet has brought profound impacts on the world,”
are without precedent or citation, are more opinion rather than fact, and are used as a lead-in to
the main topics of the section. The fact that the opinion is stated is significant in and of itself.
This perception of the Internet is imperative to understand how the Chinese government
perceives, and writes laws, policies, and regulations for the Internet.
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The first section of The Internet in China starts with a historical account of how China
acquired the Internet from the Sino-US Joint Committee of Science and Technology. Section I
continues to discuss how the primary purpose of the Internet in China is to develop economic
industry, to spur overall economic growth, and to enable more communication between and
among all regions of China, as well as government officials with the people themselves. The
positive impact that the Internet in China has made in terms of access and users, as well as the
negative impact of socio-economic and rural/urban divides are acknowledged. Section II
promotes the use of the Internet and touts the importance of its use for Chinese daily lives, for
government-to-citizen contact, and for the development of economy. Sections III and V are
closely related as they deal with citizens’ freedom of speech and Internet security. Laws on the
regulation of the Internet define what is allowed and prohibited on the Internet, and as long as
citizens adhere to the law, their freedom of speech is allegedly inviolable.
Section IV briefly summarizes basic principles and practices of Internet use. It
immediately mentions citizen rights of Internet use and then lists incompletely how the Internet
is regulated by law. In this section the various laws and departments that regulate the Internet
are listed, but the list is also incomplete. It also includes how the Chinese government wants
citizens to use the Internet, and that any “illegal dissemination of information online” is to be
avoided, but the policy lacks a definition of “illegal information.” The Internet here is treated as
if its only use is for education, which is the “correct” way to use it. As the Chinese government
has said before, it purportedly monitors the Internet—especially sites originating in the West—
because the government wants to “guarantee online safety for minors” which are “China’s
biggest online group.” The Chinese government states what it wants to protect, but does not
state why.
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2.2 White Papers (中国政府白皮书)
Chinese White Papers on any policy—whether it be national, foreign, or military—are
available online in English and Chinese (IOSCPRC 2015; IOSCPRC [中华人民共和国中央人民
政府] 2015) and tend to read like a summary rather than an official policy or law. They are goals

and general plans that the government has for aspects of society, economy, and foreign policy.
Somewhat based on what we know as “common law,” Chinese law deals with issues on a
piecemeal basis. It takes time for Chinese law to develop and to be put into practice; when it
comes to Internet security, Chinese law has lagged behind other security policies. Considering
China’s more recent history, this tactic is wise: a “slow and steady” approach to new ideas and
inventions is arguably more stable but can also prevent necessary changes in law or policy from
coming to fruition in a timely manner. Internet regulation is handled by the PLA as part of the
National Defense Policy.

2.2.1 National Defense (2010 年中国的国防)
China’s White Papers on National Defense, published in 2011, outlined national defense
goals, catalogued then-current methods to fulfill such goals, and made improvements to the
People's Liberation Army (PLA), nuclear proliferation and disarmament. In this White Paper,
the idea of cybersecurity is barely mentioned, and when it is mentioned, it refers to defense
measures other countries have taken (IOSCPRC, 2011). This White Paper focuses on three
points: the development and improvement of the Chinese military, overall foreign policies in
relation to national security, and technological R&D. All aspects of the Chinese military are to
be improved from better-educated manpower, to fostering technological R&D, to adherence to
rule of law. It also touches on Chinese foreign policy goals which involve an agreement of the
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“One China Policy,” protection of state sovereignty over regions such as Taiwan, and that China
simply wants to promote peaceful, economic development throughout the world. The section on
technological security was brief and gave a vague idea of how science and technology were to be
used for national defense. In sum, the paper’s idea of technological security and use was
“weaponry equipment” (IOSCPRC, Section VII, 2010).
Another section of the 2010 White Papers define civilian Internet use. The Internet in
these papers is about developing technology, improving industrialization, promoting news,
ensuring nation-wide access, “[disseminating] illegal information online” (IOSCPRC 2010),
keeping the free and safe flow of information, and preventing online threats. This policy focuses
on the civilian arena, particularly when rule of law is concerned. The White Papers also discuss
using the Internet to communicate with foreign countries and the United Nations in order to do
business and to maintain social stability. However, because of the increase in cyber-attacks
worldwide since the beginning of the new millennium (Center for Strategic and International
Studies, 2005), China has had to change its definition of technology to include the term “cyber”
and has had to define how to combat the problems presented by being connected to the Internet.
The drive for the new policies was to promote peace and economic stability both within
and without China (Sutter 2012, 5). China’s execution of that plan, so far, has been in Foreign
Direct Investment, investment in other countries’ infrastructures such as with Nigeria and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, and other forms of “soft power” (Perlez 2012). Presidents
Xi Jinping and Barak Obama met in September 2015 to discuss cyber-attacks among other topics;
both leaders promised to cooperate on cybersecurity issues and policy (The White House, 2015).
As has been the case, what leaders promise and what they actually deliver are often two very
different things (Runciman 2008). Adam Segal blames Chinese leaders who do nothing about
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developing home-grown technological innovation, and end up cyber-attacking governments as
well as private companies to steal information (Segal 2013). Private companies are vulnerable to
cyber-attacks from either ignorance, laws requiring certain information to be available online
(such as the United States Patent Office making patents available online) or hard- and software
that are out of date. Most government and private entities allow these attacks to happen because
of insufficient cybersecurity, and only properly arm themselves in the event of a cyber-attack.
“Most private companies that are hacked today specialize in technology, which is indicative of
the nature of the attacks” (Rogers 2015).
The Chinese government supports its economy by whatever means it can, like injecting
money into the economy or by buying stocks (Magnier 2015). Chinese foreign policy has been
tailored to ensure peaceful economic stability within and without China and focuses on soft
power to work in harmony with the international community (Ministry of National Defense of
the People’s Republic of China, 2015). China seeks to drive the country to modernization
through growing the economy which will trickle into other areas such as social stability
(IOSCPRC 2015). To achieve these goals the White Papers on Military Strategy assert that
China must increase technological R&D. “There are many ways to improve technological R&D,
such as technology conferences or symposiums, but in order to build technological R&D
foundation of its own, it must build an educational system that fosters such creativity” (Rogers,
2015). Unfortunately, when this policy was adopted and implemented by the Chinese
government, there was an uptick in cyber-attacks made on private, technologically-focused
companies, some of which were blamed on China (CSIS 2014).

2.2.2 Military Strategy (中国的军事战略)
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The White Papers on Military Strategy that was published in May of 2015 outlines ideas
and plans for how China will protect itself (Miou 2015). Because of new national and foreign
policies that focus on developing peacefully both inside and outside the country, as well as
recognizing the technologically advancing world, the CCP has implemented policies that work in
tandem with these ideas. The PLA, which is the umbrella term for China’s military will
technologically develop like the rest of the nation, and will be part of the harmonious society the
Chinese government wishes to share with the rest of the world. The PLA is to maintain a
defensive posture only and will attack if and only if it is attacked. Until this happens, the PLA is
to practice the “strategic concept of active defense” which is indistinctly defined as maintaining a
defensive posture while preparing for a “post-emptive strike.”
The general goal of the PLA is to protect and strengthen China, its borders and its people.
The policy takes this goal from the surface of the earth to outer space and cyber space, saying
that security needs to be holistic and organic like that which it protects. The PLA realizes that in
order to protect China it must adapt and modernize its forces as well as work more with civilians
and “civilian infrastructure” through Civil-Military Integration (CMI). Without specifics, the
policy’s basic strategy regarding CMI is to “enhance education in national defense and boost the
awareness of the general public in relation to national defense” and to make “military and
civilian resources [more] compatible, complementary and mutually accessible.”
Here, the main strategy is to develop the military in such a way that it will adapt to any
situation. The policy mentions how wars have been shifting and changing from being conducted
on the physical battlefield to cyberspace, and reiterates the importance of adaptation and
allowing the PLA to be more holistic. In order to follow through, the plan is to reduce the size of
the military and steer away from “mechanization,” (physical forms of protection like guns and
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bombs) towards “informationization” or 信息化 (xin xi hua). This shift means that the military
will focus on obtaining information—most likely from the Internet—and use it to secure the
country as well as bolster cybersecurity forces. The PLA must do so while supporting economic
and social development within China.

2.2.3 Peaceful Development (中国的和平发展)
The policy White Paper on Peaceful Development (中国的和平发展) begins with a
summary of Chinese history. It relates a different point of view of the events beginning with the
Opium Wars all the way up to Deng Xiaoping’s opening to the rest of the world in 1978. It
describes how China was forced to open to the West, how it was aggressively turned into a semicolonial, semi-feudal state, and how its people have struggled for class equality. It alludes to
other “difficulties and setbacks,” such as nationwide starvation just before Deng’s reforms, and
concludes that through the struggles, China has “succeeded in finding a path of development . . .
the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics.”
The defining characteristic which runs throughout China’s 2006 policies is “peaceful
development” (Fan 2006). It has also been translated as “harmonious” development or
interpreted as promoting a “harmonious society” (和谐社会, hexie shehui) (Fan 2006). China’s
map for peaceful development is to “[uphold] world peace and contribute to world peace through
its own development. . .with its own efforts and by carrying out reform and innovation; at the
same time, it should open itself to the outside and learn from other countries” (IOSCPRC 2011).
With help and cooperation from other countries who wish to mutually develop—in this context,
development of the economy—China plans to accomplish this goal. Two other concepts that are
mentioned frequently in tandem with peaceful development are scientific development and
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independent methodology. Scientific development is defined here as adhering to rule of law to
allow the economy and society, among others, to develop naturally. To accomplish this goal, the
CCP needs to “[put] people first,” to respect human rights, and respect the balance of the Chinese
ecosystem from the people to the government to businesses to the world at large.

2.3 The Constitution of the People’s Republic of China (中华人民共和国宪法)
In the United States, the Constitution is the law that not only protects the people’s rights
but also defines what it means to be American. In addition, this document was written almost in
defiance of the British who ruled unfairly and caused Americans to rebel; the British displayed
what governance should not do. The Constitution of the PRC (中华人民共和国宪法) is similar
in these aspects. The Preamble has a short history of China, briefly describing the ages of
imperialist rule in two sentences, and then casually but nebulously mentions Sun Yat-sen (1866 –
1925) and his accomplishments—or lack thereof—in another two sentences. After this, Mao
Zedong is credited with overthrowing imperialism, bureaucracy, capitalism, and feudalism and
with establishing a great democratic society for the people. The preamble explains why China
had to shift from communism to socialism under Deng Xiaoping, and gives reasons for territorial
rights and privileges such as relate to Taiwan. It also warns against “chauvinism” in the form of
“big-nation,” Han nationality, and “local-national,” patriotism instead of identifying as Chinese.
This is to say that China is diverse, that separating into groups will split the nation, and that the
people should be loyal to China. It subtly supports political decisions that were made for the past
century, referring to them as “struggles,” and concludes that “the future of China is closely
linked with that of the whole world” and that cooperation and harmony at home and abroad will
“preserve national independence and develop their national economies, and [strive] to safeguard
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world peace and promote the cause of human progress” (National People's Congress of the
People's Republic of China 1982).

2.4 Analysis
The White Papers are a vague summary of policies that China has or intends to put into
practice. It lacks data on most of its claims, but where it does have data there are no citations or
reasoning from which a layperson could make connections or search for the information herself.
There are also ideas and concepts that, because they are unexplained, are contradictory with
reality, such as taking scientific measures to peacefully develop economically and socially, and
yet there is civil unrest in places such as Hong Kong. The White Papers write that in order to
protect its people and adapt to the changing world, China must be innovative, develop peacefully,
and educate its citizens better. But how can China be innovative and close-minded at the same
time? Innovation is original, analytical, and creative thought put first into a design, and then put
into use. Innovation is the backbone of technology today, especially since the strength of any
government is in its technologically advanced arsenal, an idea that has proved true since the Cold
War. With this definition in mind, why do Chinese hackers look to patents and private
businesses and take their ideas? The answer to that question lies in the place where creativity
and analytical skills originate: the classroom. China’s curriculum is lacking, and Chinese parents
know it. The New York Times article entitled “The China Conundrum” reveals that most Chinese
students are being sent abroad to Western schools even if the student’s English (or host country
language) is poor to non-existent (Bartlett 2011) because Western countries have been successful,
especially economically. English is the language of business, and Chinese parents want their
children to function in business and know that a Western education is valued more than a
Chinese school education (Bartlett 2011).
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The fact that Chinese education does not support innovative thinking has been noted by
its own leaders. President Xi Jinping visited the United Kingdom and gave a speech at the
Institute of Education talking about the importance of education and its effects on economy, and
said “do not play enough” (Richardson 2015), referring to the rigid and derivative educational
system China has. “Sir Anthony Seldon, an author and academic on education at Wellington
College, gave his own speech in Shanghai saying that the human element is what pioneers
innovation, and that robbing individuality and social skills from students will keep them from
improving their financial lives” (Richardson 2015; Rogers 2015).
“Having a wider-range of experiences and skills in school can give students a set
of holistic problem-solving skills which they can use in the real world. Chinese
schools are often in session twelve hours a day, which means, with few other
opportunities to learn such skills, curricula must reform and adopt methods to
teach such skills. Lack of analysis and self-reflection fuel an inability to problemsolve and to even create. Cheating is rampant on college entry exams in China
(Bartlett 2015), and it is a practice that is carried over into college applications.
This behavior of cheating is also prevalent in other forms of Chinese society: the
government. Xi Jinping’s mission when he entered office was to end corruption
in the government (C. Li 2014), which is a reaction to a set of behaviors
expressed by Chinese students, but on a smaller scale. Cyber-attacks on
governments and private corporations are no different” (Rogers 2015).
The media has revealed that both China and the United States hack other countries for
different reasons. U.S. cyber-attacks collect information from not only other countries but also
from its own citizens because of its policies on counterterrorism (Toxen 2014); Chinese cyberattacks collect information on technology because of its policies on technological R&D. Are
either to blame? Warner cites Sunzi and Kautilya who first wrote on espionage, saying that it
was essential for each government’s survival (Warner 2014, 11-14). President Xi Jinping’s
recent visit to the United States revived this topic. Just before the two leaders met the BBC
reported that Chinese police arrested hackers on a list supplied by the U.S. government. This
gesture was significant on China’s part because it demonstrated a desire to cooperate with other
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countries, but China must generate its own R&D and respect third parties’ intellectual property.
China must find its own community of creators from within, and reforming their cybersecurity
and education systems will develop a talent pool willing to play with technology and push its
boundaries. “By changing the strict culture that exists in Chinese classrooms now, China can
catch up to Western countries’ growth in economy and technological R&D. Only then can China
hope to solidify its economic future and begin to protect its cyberspace” (Rogers 2015).
At the same time, any country, not just the United States, must educate and secure its
county’s information and intellectual property. In light of the data presented by CSIS on cyberattacks and in the Committee on Foreign Affairs Hearing, there is an increase in attacks made on
private companies and individual patents. To secure their information and intellectual property,
the U.S. and Chinese governments must rethink how to interconnect intelligence safely and learn
to appreciate why these attacks are occurring as well as to understand why the other country is
reacting the way in which it is.
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Chapter 3: The Opening of China and Its Effect on Contemporary Chinese Cybersecurity
Policy
This chapter will briefly retrace Chinese contemporary history focusing on economic,
national security, and foreign policies. Once that is accomplished, how China came to establish
the Internet and its contemporary cybersecurity policies will be retraced and explained. Based
on the reasons for the genesis of these policies, their effect on aspects such as economy,
education, and foreign policy will be explored. Then, an examination of cybersecurity incidents
and definitions of cybersecurity terms will precede an analysis and comparison of the
cybersecurity policies themselves, how they are put into practice, and their effects on China. In
addition, data provided from news reports, CSIS, and the United States Computer Emergency
Response Team (US-CERT) will demonstrate how Chinese cybersecurity affects the rest of the
world and determine if China succeeds in harmonizing with other countries. We begin where
Deng Xiaoping began to reintroduce China to the world.
It was Deng Xiaoping who brought China out of its dark age, just after the death of Mao
Zedong. In 1976 Deng Xiaoping opened China to the West, the first time since the Communist
Party first came to power in 1949. Mao Zedong had closed the “iron curtain” on the West which
represented both the capitalist bourgeois and century of shame in which Chinese territory was
occupied by foreigners. Mao had to move the country forward, and in order to do that he would
unite the people under Marxist doctrine (Vogel 2011). Anything that resembled the West
including capitalism, elitism, and classism, all of which would have helped sustain the economy,
was disavowed by Mao who was a philosopher, not economist. Through exile, purges, and
almost losing his son, Deng Xiaoping rose through the ranks and came to power in 1976 when
Mao Zedong suffered a stroke. Once in power, if he did not know already, Deng realized that he
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had his work cut out for him. One of the most important decisions he had to make was to
transform China while maintaining the ideology that kept the country unified and him in power.
Deng Xiaoping realized that China suffered under the communist model, so he set out to
change Chinese national and foreign policy. He knew that China’s economy as a whole was
backwards with no innovation or original creation, that China’s military was weak and
undeveloped, and that working with Western countries provided the solution to these problems.
His goal was to work economically with the West in order to improve “backwards” China
(Vogel 2011, 218), which meant government reforms as well (224). This “light spark” (227)
launched China into a new technological era which consisted of Chinese delegations to foreign
countries, including Japan and several countries in Europe, which learned from experts and
copied the techniques and technologies to bring back to China (342).
Although it changed its ideology by working with Western countries and by
implementing new methods of doing business and growing industry, China was nowhere near
being able to develop technology needed to improve industry. Today China still continues this
practice of inviting companies, especially companies that outsource labor (Jordan 2013, 118) and
uses them as teachers instead of fostering its own technological growth. As Gu Jibao suggests in
The Importance of Social Capital to Student Creativity within Higher Education in China, in
order to achieve this desired goal of innovation and growth within Chinese society, creativity
must be taught and encouraged in education, even graduate school (Gu 2013, 14). Deng
Xiaoping was well aware of this need (Vogel 2011, 17) and decided to do the same with his own
government by sending delegations of his own to various countries, particularly Eastern Europe
in the early 1980s, to learn how to “reform” Chinese economy and industry (459).
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There were educational exchanges with Western schools and with foreign companies
which established themselves in China and trained Chinese workers and managers (Vogel 2011,
456), but reform in educational curricula never included fostering skills such as creativity or
analysis for innovation (Jin 2011, 28). And it shows: examples of cyber-attacks on Western
companies mentioned later in the chapter will show this method still in use. Stating its desire to
promote peace and economic prosperity China has continued to foster its economic growth both
at home and abroad (IOSCPRC 2010). These above policies continued into the twenty-first
century and were applied to the Internet and computer technology when they became more
widely used.
Conferences such as Internet Networking (INET) and Internet cooperation were
becoming frequent occurrences in the early 1990s, and Chinese computer specialists were sent to
request access to such technology by the government, most notably, the China-U.S. Joint
Committee of Science and Technology Cooperation held in early April of 1994. The Committee
worked with the U.S. National Science Foundation to gain access to the Internet, and on April
20th, China made its first network called CAINONET (中国高速信息示范网) in Beijing on a 64
kilobyte bandwidth (Ventre 2014, 3).
“China has made inroads on its technological innovation, and has even poured
more concrete in the past decade than that of the whole United States in the
twentieth century (Gates 2014), but China would need to continue to rely on
foreign businesses “setting up shop” and learning the trade in order to keep up
growth. To generate growth and innovation inside of China, in order to improve
its economy, China needs to nurture critical thinking and creativity in its
educational system” (Rogers 2015).
China tried to generate creativity and innovation among the Chinese people, not borrow it from
elsewhere like an American or European government cooperation or private company. However,
without the educational or societal foundations that would allow creativity to flourish, how could
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China invent and innovate? Most intellectuals were either killed or silenced during the Great
Leap Forward or the Cultural Revolution. So it is not a wonder that China borrowed innovation
and not made its own.
There is a fundamental flaw in Chinese education that has been left over from Deng
Xiaoping’s reign. At that point in time it might not have been a flaw, but keeping the education
system in China relatively the same while sending students abroad leaves China without a
foundation to generate its own ideas and its own growth. Deng’s original efforts were suited to
the time in which he lived, when complete economic and industrial overhaul was needed, but
now that China is on its feet, it still relies on other countries for sources of revenue. China is still
lagging behind in its technological output relative to its creativity (The Economist Intelligence
Unit [EIU] 2014; Asian Development Bank). According to the Asian Development Bank’s
particular Creative Productivity Index, Chinese technological research and development is low,
meaning that incentives and the fostering environment needed for innovation are missing and
that patents or new research generated in the science fields are low (EIU 2014, 5-6). Because of
the constant growth of technology, there is an increasing need for fostering flexibility and
adaptability in our modern world, but the growth in technology is coming from Western
countries, not China. So far, the only hand that China has played in the technological revolution
is manufacturing. If China could both develop its own products and manufacture them in
country, it would be self-sufficient, but as it stands, China would need to overhaul its educational
system to nurture skills in creativity, critical thinking, and analysis. The only way that students
can learn how to adapt, to be creative, and to innovate is to change the curriculum to one that
teaches critical thinking and analysis.
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Charles Kivunja of the University of New England makes a case that lesson plans must
focus and prepare students for flexibility with “21st Century Skills” (Kivunja 2014, 3) that will
help the students navigate this constantly evolving world. Other studies, such as those conducted
in the European Union, have also supported the claim that there is not only an important link
between creativity and sustainable technological development but also that, in theory, proper
curriculum will foster its growth (Detterbeck 2014; Sleuwaegen 2014). Famous educators such
as Sir Ken Robinson have talked extensively about how the current education system in both the
United Kingdom and the United States “kills creativity” (Robinson, 2006) and thereby affects all
other aspects of a country’s population, including the economy (Robinson, 2010).
Sir Robinson criticizes modern Western education in general for adhering to an industrial
model created during the industrial revolution which now serves no purpose in a modernized,
digitized world. He points out that education is now wholly standardized, and that it focuses on
teaching students how to take tests rather than how to analyze or to “think outside of the box.”
The current Chinese education system is largely based on Western industrial-age paradigms
because of the educational exchanges that Deng Xiaoping began in the late 1970s, and this model
is one that Chinese parents want to use for their children’s education (Rogers 2013, 9-13).
Teaching for the sake of testing is, according to Robinson, continuing a paradigm that has no
support for different kinds of skills or intelligences. Classes in China have followed this
industrial model closely, so much so that more Chinese students are leaving the education system
for Western schools than ever before (Bartlett 2011).
Deng’s policies were able to get China’s foot into the international economic door, but
since the economy in China depends on foreign companies for innovation, China recently turned
to cyber-espionage as a faster means of economic growth. Cyber-espionage and “hacks” are
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both similar terms which mean they hide programs such as malware within a computer system
that transfer information back to the malware’s origin. A cyber-attack is different from these
because it can shut down a system, Internet access or computers, and disrupt communication.
Hacking is more common than cyber-attacks because of the information it can procure, and, as
the CSIS timeline shows, hacks on government entities were also more common. Americanbased news organizations report Chinese hacks on American companies more frequently than
before (CSIS 2014) because most hacks that were reported pre-2014 were government hacks, not
civilian. That being said, numerous reports from other countries revealed Chinese hacks on
private companies were dated earlier than those reported by American media. American-based
company Symantec, provider of Norton Anti-virus software, reported in 2011 that nearly fifty
chemical companies worldwide, mostly in Western and developed countries, reported data stolen
by hackers in China. According to the report, the company attacks were in the industries of
“research, development, and manufacture of chemicals and advanced materials” (Chien 2011).
However, cyber-espionage was a small news-item until more private companies were hacked,
and Edward Snowden’s National Security Agency (NSA) revelations were reported.
As mentioned before, as early as 2007 Western media reports blamed China for the few
cyber-attacks and hacks made on private facilities, but beginning in 2009 there was a switch
from mostly attacks on government facilities to a proportionate smattering of attacks on both
government facilities and private companies. Laboratories, power supply stations, supermarkets,
and even presidential campaigns were claimed to have been hacked by China (CSIS 2014).
Cyber-attacks on Google have now become infamous in the wake of Google’s announcement
that attacks made on its systems originated in China (Burton 2011). In 2013 the National
Intelligence Estimate identified China to be the “country most aggressively seeking to penetrate”
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American businesses to steal data for economic gain (Nakashima 2013). Despite the 2013 visit
between Presidents Xi Jinping and Barak Obama, cyber-attacks and hacks on private American
systems and institutions continued to multiply, and companies which were the victims of hacking
had to resort to relief from the judicial system.
According to Jones’ 2013 report, approximately thirty-two Internet security cases were
conducted through the Department of Justice accusing Chinese citizens, some of them PLA
officers, of hacking into United States government computers. Because of the upsurge in attacks,
the United States government has taken measures to protect not only government intelligence but
also intellectual property. In May of 2014, a Federal District Court in Western Pennsylvania
charged six PLA officers with various cyber-attacks. Director Huang Chengqing of the National
Computer Network Emergency Response Technical Team/Coordination Center of China
(CNERT) pointed out that the court cases charging PLA officers in absentia were counterproductive and that had the United States government been willing to talk with either him or
other Chinese government agencies, the problem would have been solved. The same report
claimed that CNERT has been working with the U.S. government on those thirty-two Internet
security cases, most of which were “[handled] most promptly except for a few that lacked
sufficient proof” (Jones 2013).
Any computer connected to the Internet is subject to hacks, no exceptions, and if
companies want to keep information safe, they need constant and consistent updates to their
cybersecurity protocols. Jones paraphrased Director Huang saying that he “did not deny [the
report on the hacks], but suggested that if the U.S. government wants to keep weapons programs
secure, it should not allow them to be accessed online . . . . ‘Even following the general principle
of secret-keeping, it should not have been linked to the Internet,’ Huang said” (Jones 2013).
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Director Huang is correct. The testimony of Pat Choate, director for the Manufacturing Policy
Project, before the Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee on Foreign Affairs (OISFA)
places responsibility for the hacks not on China, but on the United States itself. He points out
that, by law, all patent applications must be posted on the Internet eighteen months after the
filing date and that it is the government’s responsibility to change the law to protect intellectual
property (OISFA 2011, 7; Rogers 2015). Because U.S. patent applications are on the “oldest
computers in the Federal Government” and wait for about six months on the servers before
review (Burton 2011), they are easy prey for the constant cyber-bombardment. According to
Western media outlets, the attacks originate in China, and the Chinese government has largely
remained silent save for Mr. Huang’s comments.
Chinese policy says that it must peacefully, scientifically, economically, and socially
develop in harmony with the rest of the world, but that contradicts accusations made by Western
news outlets and the United States Congress. Along with these contradictions, the White Papers’
vague claims undermine its authority. Official Chinese statements to the press may deny cyberattacks and the White Papers may claim that China wants to peacefully develop in harmony with
other countries, but without the sufficient data to support the claims how can either be taken
seriously? To check the data’s authenticity one would look to the most likely source of statistics
in China: the National Bureau of Statistics of China. It shows data about population and GDP
among others, but outside of social and economic issues, there are no other statistics. In addition,
much of the data on the site are dated anywhere from as late as 2012 to as early as 2002
(National Bureau of Statistics of China 2012). The alternative way of finding who attacks whom
is through the US-CERT and the Government Accountability Office. Both provide detailed
statistics with defined terms, and a logical trail of information to follow and replicate if necessary.
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It is the US-CERT findings that are significant because of their focus on connections to official
government systems.
US-CERT monitored the flow of data and records of connections that were made to
federal IT systems by looking at the IP addresses that made those connections (US-CERT 2012).
In this data set government systems were investigating other government systems only. USCERT studied government “scans” used to gain information from “multiple targets” and to
identify whoever is accessing the system (Gates 2006). A scan is used either by “system and
network administrators to assess the security of a network” or by a “malicious actor [who uses
the scan] to discover computer systems known to be vulnerable on a target network” (US-CERT,
4). All computers or systems that connect to the Internet send “packets” of data, each of which
has a unique address like a fingerprint. Sometimes the address can be re-routed to make it
appear that the packets came from somewhere else, but the origin can always be traced. Virtual
private networks are similar in this way because they use the Internet from the host country but
borrow an IP address from elsewhere. US-CERT collected data from scans made on what it calls
“federal executive agency IT systems” (US-CERT, 27) or government systems. Below is a chart
from the US-CERT 2012 findings from “Countries from Which Scans Originate”:
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______________________________________________________________________________
Figure 3.0 Countries from Which Scans Originate, U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team.
2012. “US-CERT Security Trends Report: 2012 in Retrospect,” 27–28.

This chart shows that the greatest amount of scans, or investigations, come from China and the
United States, which means that China and the United States were accessing the most networks.
Both countries are scanning the most out of all others in this sample, which indicates that they
are more curious about other governments’ information. US-CERT provides insufficient data to
say whether the scans are simply hacks or cyber-attacks, and also withhold other information,
probably for the sake of security. Moreover, what the chart does not show are the dates, the
times, the IP address, and the source and destination ports or the origin and ending of the access.
Essentially this data shows that in 2012, the two major cybersecurity players, China and the
United States, account for the most traffic on their respective government’s IT systems. This
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data may show traffic but needs to identify better who scanned, or the location of the original
scans, and on whom. That volatile piece of information is for foreign policy since one party
could accuse another of espionage, as well as show the systems’ vulnerabilities.
Since China provides little information about who cyber-attacked its systems, more data
needs to be collected from different sources. News outlets have publically catalogued
accusations and speculations of who scanned whom, and CSIS’s timeline of global cyber-attacks
provides documented incidents that serve as another guideline for gauging cyber-attacks. The
timeline CSIS provides begins in 2006 and ends in 2014, and, when data is available, identifies
three kinds of entities: the entity attacked (either a government or private enterprise), the entity
suspected of attacking, or an unknown entity that attacked or malware such as a virus that was
left over and infected systems (CSIS 2014). The chart below shows the number of attacks
reported each year, and who was attacked.
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Figure 3.1, table based on CSIS data with specific focus on Chinese cyber-attacks.
CSIS. 2014. “Significant Cyber Incidents Since 2006.” Center for Strategic and International
Studies, 2012. Accessed April 27, 2016.
http://csis.org/files/publication/140310_Significant_Cyber_Incidents_Since_2006.pdf.

The Unknown Attacker and the Identified Attackers act as a baseline for comparison on
the chart, which include not only states suspected in attacks but also private groups and
individuals who have hacked into government systems or private businesses. However, few
attacks on China are mentioned in the timeline, and that indicates a lack of information from
both Western media and Chinese media. Granted it is not in China’s best interest to admit to a
cyber-attack on a government, but if Western media is reporting attacks on Western governments
and private businesses, why not report that China suffered a cyber-attack just as often? Many of
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the attacks on CSIS’s timeline were reported by Western entities, and many also claimed they
traced the IP address to China.
Even though there was an overall increase of reports of Chinese attacks on government
systems, there was also an increase in reports of Chinese cyber-attacks on private businesses.
The businesses, according to the timeline, claim that they lost intellectual property and suffered
fiscal losses (CSIS 2014). These reports indicate that the suspected Chinese attacks on
businesses are economic in nature, and have been supported by companies like Codan which
received returned products that were not made by their company but whose design were copied
and manufactured with inferior parts (Cronau 2013). These hacks come as no surprise knowing
how China had built its economy at the beginning of Deng’s administration because Chinese
companies learned from, and borrowed ideas from, foreign businesses to jumpstart their industry.
China is far more modernized than it was in the late 1970s and has learned to use new
technologies to benefit the country, such as using the Internet as a means of economic growth
(IOSCPRC 2011), but China still has a long way to go before it sees inventions and patents of its
own coming into the market. One of the ways that it can innovate faster is through Internet use
and the Chinese government has recognized that in the White Papers.
Chinese Internet capability has grown, and China is trying to expand its use in remote
parts of the country to stimulate economy, education, and communication between and among
citizens, and has seen most accessibility growth in the past decade (McKirdy 2015). The White
Papers see Internet accessibility as a driver of these three things, especially economy but
recently China has seen a halt in economic growth. So why is its economy slowing now?
Economists suggest that, just as there are natural peaks, there are also natural valleys or even
plateaus in economic growth (The Economist Staff 2015); others write that the dying momentum
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is due to inaccurate information (Magnier 2016); and the rest think that China’s slowing
economy “has been hit by shrinking foreign and domestic demand, weak investment, factory
overcapacity and oversupply in the property market” (Evans 2016). Whatever the case may be,
lack of access to information or other markets can hinder economic growth.
Chinese cybersecurity policy is supposed to accelerate informationization, help build a
modern logistics system, help exchange and cooperate internationally, and support national
economic and social development (IOSCPRC 2010; IOSCPRC 2008). But how can it
accomplish those goals with a closed Internet policy, which is in complete opposition to Deng’s
ideas on how to build the Chinese economy? The Great Firewall of China has eliminated a huge
corner of the international economic market, not only in advertising but also product information
(Frizell 2014), foreign trade, news, and business collaboration (Mozur 2016). Instead of
allowing private businesses or individuals to collaborate online, the Chinese government has
hacked into companies and governments, as international media has revealed (Cronau 2013), and
taken patents for the sake of security. As the Chinese economy continues to slow, President Xi
Jinping tightens his grip on censorship (Henchowicz 2016). If Deng Xiaoping were alive today,
he would have taken complete advantage of the international portal that is the Internet, and, yes,
would have censored some sites that spoke out against Chinese policy, but not to the point where
a backlash from news organizations would erupt or where Chinese inventive growth would be
stunted. He might have looked to other countries’ policies on cybersecurity before forming his
own, and analyzed how that would benefit the Chinese people.
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Chapter 4: Chinese Cybersecurity Policy Comparison
In this chapter the cybersecurity policies of five countries will be compared. Two
countries are democratic: the United States and India. The others are either communist or
dictatorial: Russia, North Korea, and Cuba. Russia and the United States are considered to be
developed countries, while North Korea, Cuba, and India are considered to be developing
countries (The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat
2012, 135). Once the policies are summarized a comparative analysis will end the chapter.
China has had to catch up to other countries who are twenty years ahead of it in
computing and digital technology, and, as a result, China is now one of the largest consumers of
technology on the planet. China could never have predicted this surge in technology use when
CAINONET (中国高速信息示范网) was first established in Beijing in 1994, and, like other
countries, China has yet to see its laws catch up as well. China’s law is done on a piecemeal
basis, much like common law in the United States or in the United Kingdom, meaning that a case
which comes to court that has never been addressed before sets a precedent in the law. Other
countries, like France, lack this problem because Civil Law is like an umbrella: the precedents
are numerous and broad enough that they can apply to a case in court when needed. Although
China is a Communist/Socialist state, its legal practices and policies resemble that of democratic
states. An examination of other nations’ policies will show how Chinese cybersecurity policy
affects not only Chinese national policies but also its foreign policy. The countries that will be
examined are democratic, communist, socialist, or dictatorial governments located in either the
West or the East.
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4.1 India
The Indian government first established Internet capabilities in 1986 with the Education
and Research Network (ERNET) (Press 2003) but had computing technology since the mid1950s (India Department of Electrical Communication and Engineering 2016). Nearly sixty
years later, Indian national cybersecurity policy was codified. Therein are nine pages which
discuss the importance and the pervasiveness of the Internet and how cyberspace is the medium
to which people connect and interact with each other. For India, the Internet is a way to make a
living, to educate oneself if necessary, and to carry out tasks more quickly and efficiently. In the
next paragraph of the policy, cyberspace is defined as a place that renders the visitor vulnerable:
any connection to it can let in a hack or a virus. These “cyber incidents” will cause the
government to respond, and the policy continues to identify the kinds of incidents that can occur.
The main point of this section is the preservation of safety and security for individuals and for
the government in cyberspace; this protection is at the heart of cybersecurity policy (India
Department of Electronics and Information Technology 2013). Overall, the policy is holistic in
the sense that it recognizes when a device is connected to cyberspace (which includes the
Internet and intranet) (American Civil Liberties Union et al., v. Janet Reno, Attorney General of
the United States, American Library Association, Inc., et al., v. United States Department of
Justice et al., Nos. CIV. A. 96-963, CIV. A. 96-1458) and/or the Internet and is vulnerable to
whatever else is connected to it or within it.
The Indian government’s vision for their cybersecurity policy is “to build a secure and
resilient cyberspace for citizens, businesses, and Government.” Its mission is “to protect
information and information infrastructure in cyberspace, build capabilities to prevent and
respond to cyber threats, reduce vulnerabilities and minimize damage from cyber incidents
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through a combination of institutional structures, people, processes, technology and
cooperation”(India Department of Electronics and Information Technology 2013). This outline
is in lieu of a description of how to handle situations that may arise within the cybersecurity
realm. This cybersecurity policy was published in 2013, but India has had to deal with cyber
issues since long before that. India’s Information Technology Act (IT Act) of 2000 established
rules and guidelines for Internet conduct. Cyberspace and cybersecurity is viewed in the 2013
policy as an entity—much like a dog—that has to be watched and handled with care. In the IT
Act defines the Internet is a tool that, if abused, would cause the violator to be prosecuted. The
IT Act took on an internal, national-security focus, instead of a policy that is for international
parties to read and understand. The IT Act, because of the way in which it defined the Internet
and how it is governed, thus came into conflict with an individual’s right to privacy.
India is a signatory to the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights (India
Department of Electronics and Information Technology 2013) which states an individual has the
right to privacy; this right is at odds with security of the state and its laws on Internet. The IT
Act was a way for the Indian government to “regulate the interception, monitoring, decryption,
and collection of information of digital communications”(Krishna 2015, 4) which includes
monitoring any information on any device and names hacking in Chapter 11 Section 66 as illegal.
That being said, however, there is a failsafe in place. The only way that this monitoring would
be sanctioned is if these above measures protected India’s sovereignty, defense, security,
“friendly relations with foreign states,” and the status quo (Krishna, 12). If there is any such
violation, the local government addresses the situation.
China is similar to India in this respect, in that decentralization may aid the government,
which is understandable since the populations of both countries are at least four times that of the
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United States (Demographic Internet Staff US Census Bureau 2016). Chinese law on cybercrime
has a wider definition on the type of persons who can commit a crime, as well as whether or not
they collaborate with others (China Law Translate Staff 2014). The Supreme People’s Court/
Procuratorate & The Ministry of Public Security’s Opinion on Several Issues Regarding the
Application of Criminal Procedure in Handling Cases of Internet Crime Public Announcement
2014 No. 10 describes the procedures. Because this law is concerned with both security and
privacy, personal or property rights are to be preserved in preliminary investigations if there is no
hard evidence. There is no mention if those same laws will apply or if the government will step
in if there is hard evidence in the case or under what circumstances security will trump privacy.

4.2 United States
In 2013 Edward Snowden shed light on American cyber security policy by revealing that
the NSA collected and surveiled citizens’ telephone and computer data without warrants (Toxen
2014). It was a controversial leak, and demonstrated that individual privacy rights had been
violated. It also came as a shock because the United States was one of the principal drafters and
promoters of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights which, although not legally binding,
upholds the idea of an individual’s right to privacy. To add insult to injury, the United States
was perceived as a country concerned with freedom—the very concept of that perception, among
others, is apparent in massive immigration to the United States in the twentieth century
(History.com Staff 2009)—and yet it violated its citizens’ freedom of privacy. Since then, the
United States has attempted to improve its cybersecurity policy so that it balances citizen privacy
with security and data collection.
The United States has one of the longest—if not, the longest—history in cyber
technology. The first technological innovations in digital and Internet computing were
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introduced in the 1960s and came from developed, Western countries, the U.S. in particular
(Martin 1999). The United States made technological inroads in the late 1960s and early 1970s
when it experimented with the concept of an intranet which allowed the military and law
enforcement to communicate securely. Almost as soon as the intranet was developed cyberattacks were reported by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) or the Pentagon (Warner 2014,
243). This is indicative of increasing technological growth and especially innovation in both
computer hardware and software. Computers began to process more data at more rapid rates,
and the only way to support the growth in technology was to fund its R&D.
“Warner wrote about the Soviets losing ground in the cybersecurity arena because
of lack of funding which caused static growth in their technological development
and economy, and the United States almost fell into the same trap. Nevertheless,
the Soviet Union was less fortunate: not only did economic instability threaten its
intelligence, but also a political coup” (Rogers 2015, 7).
The United States continued R&D for technology despite a shortage of funds, enlisting
the help of students and civilians who pioneered IT from the 1960s onward. A scientist at M.I.T.
and the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), J.C.R. Licklider first invented Internet
technology in 1962 (Martin 1999). His idea to link computers that could send and receive data
between and among themselves reinforced government systems and telecommunications in case
they were destroyed (History.com Staff 2010); an important advantage to have in the Cold War.
This system, called “ARPAnet,” was the first way that computers could send “packets,” or small
amounts of data, from place to place.
“It was because of the Cold War threat from the Soviet Union that the United
States continued to allow technological R&D within its military, but if small
businesses and other civilian enterprises to do business had to use government-run
servers and Internet (Warner 2014, 261). In the late 1980s, the Pentagon
renounced its policing of the Internet, and businesses could finally use privately
or civilian-provided Internet without logging into government-run servers, as an
easier and swifter means of communication. Warner implies that by allowing
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civilian access to this technology that anything from computer hardware to
software was improved” (Rogers 2015).
From this point on, the United States government used “commercially designed devices running
the now-ubiquitous Microsoft operating systems…many of which in turn were linked in 1994 by
an Intelligence Community-wide network called Intelink” (Warner 2014, 261). Instead of
relying on weather-prone satellites, intelligence could be passed quickly from the field to the
office via a landline. For the first time all U.S. government intelligence agencies and military
branches were connected, and all had access to each-others’ information, with proper clearance
of course (Martin 1999, 6) much to the joy of General H. Norman Schwarzkopf who complained
of delayed intelligence reports (9).
“Intelink was technically an “intranet” which means that connections to the
Internet were partially blocked off from outside use, because intelligence data still
had to pass through the Internet which long distances. So while there were
security measures in place to prevent outsider-access, Intelink was still exposed to
spies, such as Ana Montes and Robert Hanssen (Warner 2014, 261). In this case,
because of technological improvements, these spies were able to find the access
points via the Internet to Intelink, were able to circumvent various “protocols” or
“firewalls,” and take information. In this way the intelligence community was
able to see the “chinks in the armor,” and either patch them, or find other ways
around the blocks. Once Intelink’s dated technology was overwhelmed by
computer innovations, commercially-owned networks and devices were used
more frequently by consumers for their homes and businesses (Warner 2014, 261),
as well as contracted by government agencies (Warner, 262)” (Rogers 2015).
In 2002, one of the last laws written about cybersecurity before a lapse in cybersecurity
legislation was the Homeland Security Act. The Act did four things: defined cybersecurity terms,
established the Department of Homeland Security, outlined procedures and who to contact in the
case of cyber threats, and even immigration procedures. There was a notable shift in
cybersecurity law around 2011, two years after an increase in cyber-attacks on private businesses
(NATO CCDCOE 2008). It was during this time the United States Congress began passing bills
to protect technological R&D (United States Congress 2011), such as bills for the National
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Institute of Standards and Technology Act, the Cybersecurity Enhancement Act 2011, and The
Cybersecurity and Internet Freedom Act 2011. Crudely put, the acts wanted to protect American
intellectual property from a cyber hack or attack while allowing the free flow or “Netflow” of
Internet traffic.

4.3 Cuba
China is considered isolated in comparison to other countries because of its censorship
(Anderson 2010), but Cuba is more isolated in terms of infrastructure and outside influence. Its
history is tumultuous, full of power struggles and instability followed by a dictatorship which
brought about stability. Since the Cuban Revolution in 1959, Cuba nationalized all businesses,
American establishments included (BBC Staff 2015), and denounced “Yankee imperialism”
(Myre 2014). Cuba began forming ties with the largest communist country in the world at that
time, the Soviet Union, so President Eisenhower placed economic sanctions on Cuba and cut
diplomatic ties. Cuba chose the slow and steady route, much like China, developing wealth and
fair distribution slowly over time (Glennie 2011). Cuba eventually exchanged its communist
identity for a socialist one and Fidel Castro, who had led in troops to dethrone the democratically
elected Fulgencio Batista, became president. Wars on the African continent and tightening
embargoes from the U.S. had put a strain on Cuban citizens, which caused a mass exodus to the
United States. Ties between the now Russian Federation and the United States were fragile at
best, and, although Cuba did receive help from both in the form of either food or technology,
Cuba still suffered economically and technologically.
On a technological level, Cuba is even more impoverished. According to Daniel Ventre
in his book Cyber Conflict: Competing National Perspectives, “Cuba has one of the world’s
lowest ratios of Internet users to head of population,” and views the United States as the cause of
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it, whether it be because of sanctions or lack of technological cooperation (Ventre 2013, 3).
Cuba’s cybersecurity goal is to generate and preserve national doctrine on the Internet (which is
actually an intranet that only the Cuban people will view). The reason for this is to stop foreign
nations from influencing public thought. Foreign ideas are considered by the Cuban government
to be counter-revolutionary, a Marxist precept that values revolution and struggle against
capitalism and socio-economic class, in a way to make all equal, no one above or below anyone
else (Riegel 2005). When the United States passed a bill in 2015 allowing American
telecommunication businesses to expand into Cuba, it was an opportunity for more Cubans to
have access but a challenge for providers like Verizon and Google to understand and deal with
Cuban censorship (Markowitz 2015).

4.4 North Korea
North Korea is an incredibly cloistered country, so what little the outside world knows of
North Korean cybersecurity and military capabilities comes from reporters who cross the border
to retrieve information about anything from the cyber-attacks it claims to have executed to
census data (A+E Networks 2010; Haggard 2015). The most famous of the cyber-attacks from
North Korea is the hack on Sony Pictures Entertainment which postponed release of The
Interview, revealed private employee emails, and the employees’ personal information (Grisham
2015). This is not to say that the government’s sole mission for the Internet is a means of attack.
Since the death of Kim Jong-Il, the North Korean government made a point of changing its
communications policy to increase its Internet use (Altenberger 2014). This move would be
contradictory to a regime bent on isolating its nation; however, in order to survive in our
globalizing world, and to demonstrate the regime can be flexible and provide for its people, the
new administration has adapted the use of Internet.
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If designed and monitored properly, the “Hermit Kingdom” can preserve its solitude and
effectively create an intranet much like Intelink. The whole purpose of giving the North Korean
people the Internet—albeit a small percentage of the population—is to allow more
communication between citizens. Much like China’s national policy for peaceful and sustainable
economic and social development, North Korea is planning to use the new Internet capabilities to
increase economic development and carry out national reforms. If the Internet in North Korea
were to be improved, then news outlets such as the Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) could
reach the outside world and carry on the ideology and rhetoric of the North Korean regime. In
this way, North Korea is very similar to that of the so-called Islamic state or ISIS, wanting its
message accessible to the rest of the world—although ISIS contradicts itself by using social
media and the Internet to spread its propaganda even though it is a Western creation and
Western-run. At present, whether the North Korean citizens have access to Internet is unclear.
So far as we know, only government employees and specially chosen citizens can go to
government approved, or “government blessed,” sites (Keneally 2014). In this way it is
emulating Chinese policy on the Internet in that, although there are only 10 or 15 government
approved websites, the Internet is still controlled and monitored by the North Korean
government for the sake of national security and the control of information. The KCNA was
originally created just after the Second World War, around 1946, to foster the control of
information within North Korea. When it gained Internet capabilities, it used the Internet to
spread ideology through servers in Japan (Altenberger 2014, 632). Ever since, North Korea has
kept tight control over citizens’ access to any information or even trade goods coming from
outside of the country, of anything from newspaper articles and clothing to books and movies.
Kim Jong Il is reported to have a library of thousands of contraband DVDs, which if a citizen is
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found to have, that citizen would be charged with crimes against the state (Altenberger, 632).
Ironically, the KCNA created channels and accounts on the U.S.-based social media outlets
Twitter and YouTube. If state media is controlled, then the movement of information is also
controlled, therefore the Korean people will have no idea that others are starving as they are, or
are suffering as they are.
Other than through the use of social media, brave reporters, and dramatic events, there is
no way of knowing the exact North Korean cybersecurity policy, but one can speculate. It is
logical to assume that because of past behavior, North Korean cybersecurity policy is to limit
citizen access to the Internet, to control whatever Internet access is allowed, and to fill those
channels with propaganda and rhetoric. Granted, this approach may allow for more
“communication” within the state in the sense that more people can possibly receive news—even
if the likelihood is higher out of country—and it can reinforce Kim Jong-Un’s power by
pretending to grant more access to its people. The death of Kim Jong-Il has forced Jong-un to
prove his legitimacy; to increase Internet use could be his way of doing so.

4.5 Russia
Much like China, the Russian Federation has had a tumultuous recent history, going from
a monarchy, to a Communist state, to a Socialist/Dictatorial state, to a Democracy, and back to a
dictatorship. Under Boris Yeltsin the country did suffer economic hardship and relative
governmental chaos, but under Putin the economy improved and the government was organized
(McFaul 2008). Vladimir Putin is in his third term as President, and so far his policies have been
focused more on military rather than economic improvement, all in exchange for more safety
(Bershidsky 2014). This freedom-versus-security issue is more economic-based since free flow
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of news information is not blocked by a firewall (Bershidsky), and, unlike China before 2013,
Russian citizens can protest—even if it is illegal—and still walk away without being arrested.
After 2013 when Russia decided to “welcome” Crimea back into the fold, Russian
citizens wildly accepted the move and supported Putin’s efforts. Western economic sanctions
incited more anger, and citizens were willing to take more hits to their purses and their freedoms
because of their pride in their government. From then on Russia behaved more like China and
North Korea in the sense that those with different viewpoints were thought of as dissenters and
were punished. While the execution of Russian National Security policy has changed in the last
two decades, the policy itself has remained the same.
As of the year 2000, Russian cybersecurity policy acts an extension of the Russian
National Security Concept. It outlines how the Russian Federation wants to interact in the world
community on the Internet, what its national interests are, identifies and defines threats to
Russian national security, and how to carry out those policies. In the first section of the
Information Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation acknowledges how access to
information is increasing and the imperativeness that information be secured. There is also the
premise that “Russia’s national interests in the information sphere comprises observance of the
constitutional rights and freedoms of man and the citizen to receive and use information” while
the “information sphere,” anything on an Internet or intranet, needs to support the Russian
Federation’s national security and state policy (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian
Federation 2000). The Doctrine continues to assert that developing technological R&D, whether
soft or hardware, will help prevent cyber-attacks or hacks, as well as secure data, and “expand
international cooperation.”
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The Russian Federation and China share much of their history, and in China’s fledgling
Communist stage, Russia fostered its growth and bolstered its defenses against the West. In the
Korean War, each came to the other’s aid and supported their Communist-in-arms, North Korea,
but since then their relationship has been rocky. When Khrushchev came to power and changed
his rule from a communist regime to a “dictatorship of the bourgeoisie,” doctrines that China had
held dear were changed, and Mao Zedong was forced to step away from the Russian partnership.
In order to preserve the status quo in China, Mao had to paint Russia as an enemy which had
completely abandoned its communist principles (Cienciala 1999).

4.6 Analysis
India’s cybersecurity policy protects a citizen’s right to privacy if and only if that person
has not violated a law. As mentioned, China’s definitions on cybercrimes are wider or general,
thus giving China more room to prosecute if necessary. India and China both respect the UN’s
Declaration of Human Rights within the limits of their respective national laws. They have both
decided to decentralize the implementation of the laws. The United States has similar laws
where American citizens’ privacy is protected. The Constitution of the United States of America
as well as the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China both protect an individual’s right to
privacy, but recent reports have shown that these rights have been violated. U.S. cybersecurity
wants to protect government and individual property and privacy from prying eyes, but Chinese
cybersecurity policy lacks a specifics on what will be protected and how. Chinese cybersecurity,
however, is much more open than that of Cuba’s, and wants the Chinese people to have some
outside access to businesses and other economic markets. In order to encourage national
economic growth, China has chosen to offer comparable Chinese sites to that of Western sites, so
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that it creates competition and encourages Chinese citizens to buy locally. North Korea’s
cybersecurity policy—or any policy for that matter—is extreme even in comparison to China’s
policies, and China would never agree to take such restrictive lengths. The similarities between
the two countries are in the kinds of sites they censor, such as Western sites or sites that
challenge government authority, but the degree is significantly different. China and the Russian
Federation share a similar history and policy development. Russia is focused more on military
development and safety rather than privacy, but also endures protests of any kind. China takes
issue with protests and can arguably prevent or prosecute such a thing if it upsets the status quo.
Russia, like China, uses the Internet for disseminating propaganda, and also both are guilty of
sacrificing the freedom of speech of their people.
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Chapter 5: Chinese Internet Censorship
This chapter will identify types of Chinese censorship, how they were created, examine
how they are implemented, and analyze their effects on foreign policy, economy, and society. It
will begin with the evolution of censorship and its purpose in contemporary China. Then the
chapter will discuss other spheres of censorship such as propaganda, specifically in education
and how it affects technological innovation in China. Finally, the effects of censorship on
Chinese economy will be discussed and analyzed. The three aspects of censorship in China
identified here are propaganda, education, and safety. The idea of censorship as a means to
economic prosperity will be questioned and analyzed.
Contemporary Chinese censorship dates to the beginning of the Mao regime with
propaganda posters and slogans that demonized Western states or any voice that spoke against
communist ideology. Theodore Chen wrote in 1951 that China had declared itself to be a
“democratic dictatorship” in which the state would crack down on counterrevolutionaries who
would disrupt the system while allowing certain kinds of democracy to flourish (Chen 2016).
Here he reiterates that force is not the only means of control. He describes this kind of rule had
two branches which used two methods: the dictatorship which used force and the democracy
which used propaganda to manipulate information. Propaganda was perfectly suited to Chinese
Communist ideology, because Communism was a concept the Chinese people had to learn—and
in a way, unlearn imperialistic culture—it comes as no surprise that propaganda posters were a
way to send information and to teach to the Chinese people. From here, controlling information
meant government security, and assurance that laws would be followed.
That idea continued until today with Xi Jinping’s crackdown on political corruption and
tightening of his rule; his methods smack authoritarian. He has been seen visiting newsrooms
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and shaking hands with newspaper editors, saying that they must continue their loyalty to the
Communist party in “their thoughts, politics, and action” (Simpson 2016). Xi Jinping visited
media outlets because they are the only way mass amounts of information can reach across
China: if they are controlled, Xi Jinping keeps the status quo. Mao Zedong also had this idea
when he used posters, his “little red book,” and encouragement of fanatic groups such as the Red
Guard to distribute information and support and maintain government propaganda. There can be
a host of reasons why China adopted its censorship policies today, but from observing and
analyzing the history of how information was disseminated in China—a foundation, if you will,
of how knowledge was taught and received—three pillars to the current foundation are apparent:
propaganda, education, and safety. If these three pillars are controlled by the government
without a freedom of expression, or even the possibility of an alternate interpretation, then that is
censorship. Propaganda here is defined as information provided by the government in a way that
not only promotes its superiority but also comes in the form of advertisement such as the
propaganda posters of the Mao Era. Education is that which is taught in schools (if at all,
considering the Cultural Revolution deemed teachers elitist and schools were shut down)
(History.com Staff 2009). Safety here, as we will further investigate in Chapter 6, is maintaining
the status quo as a meant to protect citizens. Each pillar will be discussed below.

5.1 Propaganda as Censorship
This author defines propaganda as the government control of how information is
disseminated in a country that supports its superiority. The way for any country to disseminate
massive amounts of information is through media, such as television, radio, Internet, and even
mobile access. To understand censorship in state-controlled countries, one must examine the
experience of the press, the only official way to communicate with the outside world. Journalists
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are either “self-censoring” because they choose to keep information from the people, or being
“censored” by the state or political group which prevents the information from getting to the
people (Mužíková 2013). Propaganda is a way to do both. Propaganda can be done for the
improvement of the country, but it is or does either improve or harm the nation depending upon
how it is carried out. “Good” or “bad” here can mean morally good and bad as well as good and
bad with respect to intentions. The Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution are two
examples of these intentions and moral decisions.
Mao Zedong’s goal was to improve China from the failing economy, destitution of war,
and shame that his country endured since the Opium War, and his Great Leap Forward was a
chance to reclaim China from the devastation of the nineteenth century. The Great Leap
Forward was a chance to change China for the better. It was Mao’s fiver-year plan, announced
after the fruitful 1957 harvest, to increase agricultural production without realistically taking into
account facts such as statistics from the previous years, or the ultimate failure of the Soviet
Union’s attempt to collectivize agriculture, upon which they based their system. As Ezra Vogel
states in his book Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China, the Great Leap did mostly
the opposite.
“The misguided Great Leap Forward caused devastation throughout China . . .
After peasants were organized in huge communes with mess halls so that more of
them could work on large poorly planned construction projects or in fields, they
could see that those who performed no work were fed as well as the others and
they lost any incentive to work . . . statistics compiled by mainland officials
estimate that about 16 to 17 million people died from unusual causes” (Vogel
2011, 41)
Vogel writes earlier in the chapter that Mao had created the “One Hundred Flowers” which
allowed intellectuals to criticize what the government was doing. The amount and kind of
criticism Mao received was far stronger than he expected. Thereafter, Mao branded intellectuals
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as rightists, and alienated scientists and innovators, precisely the people he needed to carry China
to a better socioeconomic place. Mao began to ignore his officials and silenced loyalists in a
display intolerance of dissent (Vogel 41). Mao’s censorship translated into self-censorship by
the people. To further support censorship, Mao communicated with the citizens in ways that
were noticeable, accessible, and reflected Communist mentality: the use of posters.
Throughout this time, famous propaganda posters littered the streets of China, telling
people how to behave and to function in this new society. Because China had a high illiteracy
rate with most of the population composed of farmers, the simplest and clearest way for Mao to
communicate his policies were through posters in common areas (Huang 2013). The United
State’s Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) made a documentary film in 1958 displaying
propaganda about the Great Leap (CIA 1958). Many shots were of murals painted along long
walls in Beijing, depicting achievements in industrialization, arts, education, and sport through
images of Chinese citizens also among these were posters demonizing capitalism and the West,
ideas completely opposed to the Great Leap. The agent also filmed the making of a movie which
he claimed artistically demonstrated the principles of the Great Leap. From an artistic standpoint,
the murals resembled Qing Dynasty art, particularly of battlefields but without a landscape or
background.
The Cultural Revolution in comparison was a less practical and more philosophical
attempt at socioeconomic stability and equality. The intent was to reinstate equality
intellectually and socially among the people according to Marxist values, but it created the
opposite effect. Intellectuals, such as teachers, were shamed and even attacked by Red Guards
made up of youths, possibly former students. Although the campaign was promoted as a way for
the Chinese people to unite and foster equality, it was truly because “Mao’s own position in
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government had weakened . . . Mao gathered a group of radicals . . . to help him . . . reassert his
authority” (History.com Staff 2009). Mao wanted to reestablish his strength, ideology, and
power within Chinese leadership, so he tightened his control through returning to China’s
revolutionary roots. By showing the people why China changed from an imperialist to a
Communist state, Mao was able to develop and enforce a strict set of beliefs and behaviors that
people followed so religiously that a cult-like retinue grew in its wake. Mao Zedong kept his
power because he was able to communicate the rules through the highly-accessible form of
propaganda. For Mao, the status quo was maintained because his believers’ radical actions after
the Cultural Revolution and Great Leap Forward were so well controlled and communicated that
it kept the ruling body intact.
Many Western news outlets, including Time (Beech 2016), have made comparisons
between Mao Zedong and the current president Xi Jinping. As an example, Xi Jinping’s visits to
news stations in March of this year, during which he insisted that the stations maintain their
loyalties to the Communist Party, is a clear way to reinforce a journalist’s practice of selfcensorship, and even a form of intimidation. In a way, Xi Jinping backed himself into a political
corner: his anti-corruption campaign is philosophically nationalistic (if an official is corrupt, the
official is disloyal), and, in a time when the economy is slowing for China and there is more civil
unrest, Xi is taking conservative steps to secure his control and his idea of status quo.
Unfortunately, “In the past few weeks, we have already seen a backlash against increased
censorship from independent media [and] employees of state media” (Henochowicz 2016). A
less subtle and more modern way to control and censor information is to change leadership
within media outlets, such as firing editors, or to defund prominent figures and make examples
out of them (Wen 2016). The most recent instance is the cancellation of Ren Zhiqiang’s social
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media accounts. The tycoon-cum-political-activist wrote an open and critical post of the Chinese
government on his Weibo account which was subsequently closed (Henochowicz; Wen).
Depriving the user’s platform for criticism is one way of censoring unwanted criticism; this
action is relatively harmless compared to legal action.
The most infamous way to censor a critic, be it journalist or lay-person, is to jail him. In
2015 the Committee to Protect Journalists researched the most censored countries on the planet;
the top three included North Korea (Taibi 2015). China, ranked eighth on this list (Committee to
Protect Journalists 2015), is reported to have jailed forty-four journalists, the most out of any
country researched (Committee to Protect Journalists 2014). It is true that if a post online is
considered false by censors, then the post can be removed and the writer can spend three years or
more in jail (Risen 2014). The most famous imprisonment is that of Ai Weiwei (1957 - ), who
was arrested in 2011 as he tried to board a plane to Hong Kong. Ai was always an outspoken
critic of the Chinese regime. During 2011 the government feared of a “jasmine revolution,” a
parallel reaction to the Arab Spring, and began arresting critics and dissidents (Richburg 2011).
To justify the arrest, the dissidents, as claimed in Richburg’s article, are were charged with
“inciting subversion of state power” but were actually arrested because they criticized the state.
A modern and more subtle way to censor dissidents without inciting more protest involves
inserting false information, disrupting the flow of knowledge, or even stopping it completely.
But there are many information outlets with which governments must contend, and a more
critical and analytical outlet is the education system.

5.2 Education as Censorship
China’s long history records its education systems were government-controlled since the
Shang Dynasty (1600 BCE – 1046 BCE) (Hu 1984; Encyclopædia Britannica Online 2015). The
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Chinese government had designed, structured, and provided education to its population through a
system based in classical study and on a student’s ability, to which Confucianism, the Five
Classics, and others were added later. The civil service examinations tested a person’s
knowledge of the Six Arts, the teachings of Confucius, and the Classics, among others, and were
open to anyone who wished to participate (Tao 2006). Much like the Standard Aptitude Test in
the United States, but even more stressful, this test granted not only a guaranteed job but also
prestige for the student and his family. Although the system allowed for poor yet intelligent and
capable subjects to rise through the ranks and attain wealth and social influence, such rarely was
the case. The imperial structure based the examinations on the Confucian tradition of selfcultivation; “the implied meritocratic ideal, though rarely achieved, inspired the government
examination system of China, Korean, and Vietnam, which went to great lengths to prevent
cheating, and theoretically selected men according to the breadth and depth of their Confucian
learning” (Clark 2004, 15).
Confucianism was the backbone of Chinese tradition for many years, even in its recession
during the Han, Song, and Yuan dynasties; it lasted even through the Cultural Revolution to
today. After looking at Chinese education in a “big picture” perspective, we can see that the
education system provided by the government incorporated culture, philosophy, was structured
to receive and work with the structure, and was practically applied to society at large. Education
was highly structured, decided by government officials, and reinforced by culture and most
aspects of life. This kind of censorship was more innocent in nature because values were placed
on culturally-important documents and practices. Ultimately, these examinations determined the
structure of the Chinese government, and, although considered “the first standardized tests based
on merit,” they were also socioeconomically exclusive. Despite the fact that “the examinations
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were open to all,” “the need for years of intensive study favored candidates from elite families
who could afford to dispense with the labor of their sons and to educate them” (Clark 2004, 26).
This exclusivity was the reason why Cixi, the Dowager Empress (1861 – 1908), was forced to
cancel them on the eve of the Qing dynasty’s fall.
The culturally-specific, government-controlled education caused China’s isolation from
the rest of the world. To be sure, China was far more advanced than other cultures for centuries,
but a lack of exposure to other countries or cultures that challenged intellectually or militarily
caused China to lag behind technologically and militarily. In comparison, Europe had many
countries and cultures situated in close proximity, giving this area of the world the incentive and
competition to innovate and generate new ideas. In contrast, China was the “Father of Asia” in
the sense that other states paid tribute to it and sent students to learn a Chinese curriculum. This
lack of diverse education consequently made China vulnerable to outside powers. The control
the government exacted on education isolated China, ended up costing China territories, and
threw it into chaos at the beginning of the twentieth century. Chinese Communism viewed this
kind of education, especially the imperial examinations, as a representation of the class struggle,
and as such an integral part of ancient Chinese tradition, and needed eradication. This was the
kind of change for which the Cultural Revolution called.
In the time between the Opium War (1839 – 1860) and the Communist Party’s rise to
power (1949)—nearly a century in length—modeling China after a Western-style system was
enticing. Since many Western countries were controlling territories in China little by little,
leaders in the late Qing Dynasty and Sun Yat-Sen of the Goumingdang, had the idea of
reforming education to match the West’s. They thought that system would help the Chinese
work with Western countries practically, rather than philosophically as was practiced during the
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“century of shame.” The government had to give the Chinese people the information to handle
or simply understand the West in order to preserve China and Chinese culture. Cai Yuanpei
(1868 – 1940), the first education minister of Sun Yat-Sen’s Republic, proposed that John
Dewey’s pragmatism should be the new model for the Chinese education system: each local
district would control the education system from a university which would organize all other
levels of schooling beneath it (Tao 2006). The Japanese invasion put education reform on hold,
and it was in 1953 when education was put into the hands of locals (Tao 2006). The Great Leap
forward and the Social Educational Movement sought equal opportunity education but had
silenced and alienated many intellectuals (Vogel 2011, 41). Most of the schools established
during this time were specialized technical institutes rather than general universities.
Beginning in 1962, a radically new kind of education system was implemented: the
Socialist education movement. In his article Recalling Bitterness, Guo Wu writes about the
importance of collective unconscious in Communist society (Wu 2014, 8). This education
movement had to come from the “bottom up” or what we call a “grassroots movement” today. It
was designed to have peasants and workers tell their life stories and to show their struggle for
class equality in a way that they were never able to do before. The stories were distributed
locally, in either written or oral format, the latter in meetings. Any “rich peasant” or anyone in a
higher position before the Revolution refrained from telling their stories at these meetings (Wu
2014, 252). Mao Zedong went as far as to re-write history books, or the Four Histories, and
hired famous historians Liu Danian and Li Shu among others to alter to suit Communist
philosophy. The histories they were commissioned to write focused workers’ and factory history,
the topic of which they knew little. Other writers were brought in to write fictional stories based
on facts; they tended to demonize capitalism. Another method of “recalling bitterness” which
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occurred in the classroom was to eat a “recalling-bitterness meal” of low-quality ingredients, and
sometimes made with mud (Wu 2014, 265).
The Cultural Revolution in 1966 made this situation no better. Education as they had
known it had been transformed into either a factory for political and social struggle or eradicated.
The Communist Party Central Committee wanted the students to focus on the revolution and to
contribute to the society at large. Eventually this policy hurt teachers because any thought or
idea that was different from the Party-defined system as defamed and came under suspicion (Tao
2006). Without intellectual stimulation, Chinese society as a whole suffered economic effects.
Creativity is an important factor in innovation, and Deng Xiaoping had made strides to change
technological development in China to create a sustainable model (Vogel 2011, 220-228). He
wanted to reform Chinese curricula, and he knew that he would need the help of Western powers
to do it much in the way “that Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan had relied heavily on U.S.
science, technology, and education to achieve modernization” (Vogel, 312). Even though China
attempted to reform its system, it ended up creating a model similar to what Cai had suggested in
1916 a more Western-based curriculum.
Today, Chinese schools heavily value three subjects: English, math, and Chinese. The
government provides curricula based on textbooks developed by the Ministry of Education
(MOE) in China (Ministry of Education of The People’s Republic of China 2013). The
difference is that the MOE recognizes the importance of opening to other countries and cultures,
as per Deng Xiaoping’s policies at the beginning of the 1980s. Because of Deng’s recognition
that China needed to learn from other developed countries, he insisted upon establishing
cooperation between China and foreign companies, organizations, or governments; on inviting
businesses to develop in China; and on sending students abroad to study and return with the
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knowledge they learned. From these policies China has adopted many models of
industrialization, education, and especially standardized testing. Despite the abolishment of the
ancient imperial exams (which focused mostly on an “eight legged” [Clark 2004, 45] essay
system), China has recently adopted entrance exams. The infamous Gaokao entrance exam
began with the idea, unlike the old system, that more students had access to universities (Chen
2013). Today the exams include English sections as well as Chinese and math.
Education through China’s history has shifted from intrinsic cultural appreciation or
patriotism, to a political agenda, to a political and economic agenda. With regard to the teaching
of English as a foreign language in Chinese schools, the agenda is largely financial. English is
today’s business language as Chinese is becoming its equal, but some critics have argued that the
way in which the MOE structures the curriculum is a detriment to English language education if
“the political agenda prevails over the long-term economic and education agenda regardless of
the global tide” (Chang 2006). Censorship in any form of education will cause some educational
harm, as some acts in the United States have done (Fuglei 2014). Many Chinese laws and
policies on Internet censorship for example are as a result of the “protection of minors” from
unsavory topics such as pornography (IOSCPRC 2010). Other unsavory topics, such as
questioning or analysis of the Chinese government, are also subjects blocked on Chinese Internet.
“More information will glean more ideas and ‘may actually increase incidents of
censorship. Literacy assumes the power of texts and encourages exposure to
competing ideas and beliefs. Critical thinking implies questioning, the analysis
and evaluation of those beliefs to come to a personal judgment that empowers
young people to take ownership . . . and control their own intellectual and moral
lives’” (Vandergraft 1997).
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5.3 Censorship as Safety
Censorship can be a block of information or a distribution of false information (Schmid
2011). It can do harm and it can shield, and it can be implemented with the intention of
safeguarding a country as well as protecting political power. The less the public has access to
information, especially government activities, the less likely the public will react to it.

Lawyers

and doctors censor themselves for the sake of their patients’ welfare, so why not governments?
A lack of information or controlled information access by a government could also stifle
economic growth, as China has seen during the Great Leap and the Cultural Revolution. A good
case study of protective censorship use is to look at the current Chinese administration.
Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption and patriotism methods grow more authoritarian as the
economy in China stalls in growth. As a consequence, in speeches and public visits he reiterates
that “the media should fully identify with the party’s agenda—or as he put it, be ‘surnamed
“Party”’—and that this standard should apply to the full spectrum of media content, from partyrun outlets and commercial newspapers to advertising and entertainment” (Cook 2016).
Censorship is a way of controlling the population to maintain the safety and status quo of the
nation. The Internet in China embodies this idea in its reasoning that the Internet is censored for
the sake of minors’ protection. Some countries, like the U.S., have debated such policies and in
some cases, such as the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA), implemented them. In the
same vein, censorship can apply to blocking terrorists and their hateful ideas or even recruitment
on social media sites. This example identifies an important philosophical and political idea that
International Relations Theory and International Security Studies have been discussing since
Thucydides: freedom versus security which will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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5.4 The Effects of Censorship on Economy
Is it wise to censor the Internet? We read in the last chapter that the Chinese government
has written in the White Papers and other documents that the Internet is to be used for the sake of
education and the building of the economy, and, as the largest source of information and
connection on this planet, it would be in China’s best interest to be as open as possible to this
source. However, censorship deemed as “porn” or other unsightly topics ends up restricting
more than just those incidents, such as an entire economy. If China decides to shut itself off to
some of the most popular social media sites, such as Twitter and Facebook, it also decides to
shut itself off from a giant customer base. In addition, China isolates itself from other countries
which could be allies and could offer better economic ventures. On the one hand, China
maintains social stability by controlling the flow of information within the country, but on the
other hand it is sacrificing access to valuable economic partnerships. The censorship has grown
to be such a problem that “United States trade officials have for the first time added China’s
system . . . known as the Great Firewall . . . to an annual list of trade impediments” (Mozur,
2016). Because of a restriction of the world’s largest sources of information, the Chinese
government has made it difficult for technological development or informationization which the
National Security and Military Strategy policies have made top priority (IOSCPRC 2011, 2015).
Now that there have been reports of a slowing Chinese economy (The Associated Press 2016), it
would stand to reason that Xi Jinping would do more to open up the economy. Instead, Xi
Jinping has sought to control more media outlets to the point where his methods are labeled
“authoritarian.”
Of course the economic slow-down has caused “considerable uncertainty in financial
markets and has led to sharp falls in commodity prices” (BBC Staff 2016), and for a country that
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has relied on industry and manufacturing, that very idea can significantly affect its markets. No
matter how much Xi Jinping tries to control either the economy or the Internet, there is always a
human factor for which he cannot account. The international economy is like an organism—
much in the same way computers, which are built by humans, are similar to the human brain—
meaning that it will grow and decline and change according to the environment (Peltoniemi
2004). The Chinese government may inject it with stimulus money, or Xi Jinping could ensure
that the media reports are in favor of what the Chinese government is doing, but that can only fix
doubts or job losses for so long.
Whether or not Internet censorship can actually affect an economy has been researched,
but as of yet its effect is unconfirmed, and by its “architecture [the Internet] makes censorship
[difficult to test] at the core” (Zhao 2008). The Internet is a network of an overwhelming amount
of information, which is great for business and bad for censorship. To keep order in China, or
even to keep it secure, the government has implemented policies that filter and block sites that
block both unsightly content and business opportunities alike. In the next chapter, Internet
censorship will be explored from a security perspective, and whether or not the sake of
informational, Internet freedom should be sacrificed for the sake of security.
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Chapter 6: Freedom versus Security, or Freedom versus Privacy?
This chapter will explore the IR Theory and ISS theories surrounding, freedom, security,
and privacy in a state. First an examination of security will look at the reasons a state would
secure itself and what from. Then how digital technology changed these theories will be
identified and analyzed. Finally, contemporary Chinese cybersecurity policy will be discussed in
light of Xi Jinping’s new agenda on tightening the government’s control on Chinese media
outlets. To begin, what is the main reason today for tightening state security? Terrorism of the
late twentieth century has changed freedom versus security as we understand it today, especially
with new technological innovations such as the Internet. The change in perception has affected
the ideas of what government, nation, state and what terrorism mean. Terrorism has morphed
into both a physical and digital threat and has forced the world to rethink the very idea of it as
well. The term “terrorism” itself is an ambiguous idea, and so far there has been no universal
agreement on its definition whether it be in law or academia (Williamson 2009; Schmid 2011).
Myra Williamson’s definition of terrorism includes the idea that terrorism today is an attack of a
citizen on its government, whereas historically it was a government’s attack on its people
(Williamson 2009). To paraphrase David J. Whittaker’s definition: terrorism is unlawful,
calculated use of force for a political, religious, or ideological cause or to instill change that
targets innocent people and causes them to be fearful or harms them (Whittaker 2007).
Two aspects of terrorism that are in both definitions is that they are violent acts which
cause fear. Whether the violent acts which cause fear are for political or ideological reasons is
another matter entirely, and the matter causes the most debate, a debate that defines the terrorists
as either right or wrong. Unfortunately, no one knows the reason or reasons for the violence
until the violence occurs, which leaves authorities grappling for ways to stay ahead of the
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attackers. The plot to cause fear would require the greatest secrecy and privacy, as was
demonstrated in the September 11th attacks (Pais 2004), and that situation brought with it the
question of privacy. If authorities had access to private phone records, emails, or any other
number of communication media, could the United States have been protected? In this instance,
the United States wanted to protect its people, but is that what it is truly protecting? What is the
most important thing to protect in a nation/state/government? Does the state protect itself for the
sake of the people or for itself? When the threat of the safety, stability, and status quo of the
state is presented, should the people of such a state make sacrifices for its preservation?
For a better understanding of this issue, a brief look at International Security Studies (ISS)
is worthwhile. ISS began focusing on state-centric, military defense that were influenced by a
pre-Cold War understanding of security and International Relations. Drawing from Buzan and
Hansen’s book The Evolution of International Security Studies, security has changed drastically
in the last century. Once the Cold War ended, strategies on how to deal with outside threats to a
state or government were changed. Just like digital technology changed the arena of security in
the new millennium, the introduction of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) changed national
and international security after World War II. A physical object (such as a bomb, or a hill or
river) could mean the difference between whether a state survived or was decimated, and that
concept governed ISS for centuries. The first writers on ISS, such as Thucydides, thought in
“realistic” terms, meaning that they were suspicious of other states and were concerned with
power, its achievement, and preservation within the state. To Hobbes, the ultimate goal was to
secure the state which was the “referent” object, or that which needed to be protected so that the
people would also be protected. The state was the primary provider and stabilizer for the people.
It was the American and French Revolutions which added the elements of nationalism,
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patriotism, and universal-rights, turning the protection of the state as a whole, collective entity, to
identifying the safety and security of an individual (Buzan, 30). It is this idea that the new
invention of the Internet has enhanced and put “center stage” in the current security of the world
(Human Security Unit 2016).
Technology has brought a new dimension to the lives of those who can afford it, some of
whose—even most of whose—lives exists digitally on the Internet. Before the digital age,
terrorism was limited to the physical world, but because peoples’ identities have shifted to the
digital sphere, a whole new wave of terrorism can be conducted through computers, smart
phones, and other devices. Terrorists can use Western social media to recruit and to threaten,
and outlets such as Google and Facebook will allow them to do so because of freedom of speech.
If the outlets censor certain words, topics, or even accounts, then they set a precedent of
“acceptable” censorship and any repressive government could use it as a reason to censor its own
media; the outlet could be seen as a tool of the government. If the outlet keeps its platform open
to all, then terrorists can use it as a soapbox or recruitment station (Menn 2015). This idea is
only one side to this problem. Edward Snowden leaked that the National Security Agency (NSA)
collected information on all Verizon customers in the United States without a warrant
(Greenwald 2013). Why the NSA chose to spy on Americans for three months is unclear, but the
unadulterated access to metadata—knowing who called whom, for how long, and where—could
reveal patterns of, say, behavior exhibited by terrorists. While there are still parts of the world
which need physical security, there is a growing need for privacy as well.
The Internet has created a digital existence for netizens, as more people choose to keep
personal data, such as resumes or personal information, on computers or phones. With so much
of our lives on machines, in cyberspace, it becomes imperative to protect our information. If a
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government is the referent object, and its power is used to protect the people, then the people’s
privacy is less important than that of the government. Or, if the government is the referent object,
then it would be imperative to protect this digital organism to which it and its people are attached.
However, if the government respects the people’s privacy, the status quo is maintained, but it
may leave the state vulnerable to attack.
Another section of I.R. Theory, human security offers the same idea, but the individual is
the referent object, and not the state. According to Buzan and Hansen, not only is the individual
the referent object, but also his well-being, such as socioeconomic status, or his integrity (Buzan
2013, 36). For as complex as a world this is, one that grows more complex and more multidimensional with the introduction of the Internet, is the idea of human security. The concept of
Human Security can easily be applied to China since Xi Jinping now faces privacy issues that
have arisen from the current socioeconomic situation which in turn has been affected by
cybersecurity policy. Xi Jinping’s countrymen number in the billions: he has little choice but to
take their security into account. Chinese political philosophy (i.e. communism) and ideology, as
well as national policy, is people-centric. China is to build its wealth on peaceful social and
economic development for not only the sake of China but also for the sake of harmonizing with
the rest of the world, but censorship further isolates China.
China currently uses censorship and promotes it by saying it protects the people, yet this
policy has caused it to suffer economically, a direct violation of its national security policy to
promote peaceful economic and social development. Increasing censorship also has caused
high-profile controversies such as Ren Zhiqiang’s exile from social media accounts at the hands
of the Cyberspace Administration of China (Chin 2016). According to the Constitution, Ren
Zhiqiang had the right to say what he wanted to say, but, according to The Internet in China, it
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subverted state power and disrupted order, which is “illegal” and “had a vile influence on society”
(Kuhn 2016). He had the freedom to say what he wanted, but what he wrote, according to the
Chinese government, was a threat to the society, and, ultimately, to the government itself. The
government here is looking to secure the whole of the population, the whole of the nation, at the
expense of the individual’s freedom of speech.
Another side to this coin—or perhaps now a die—is that censorship also secures China
from outside influence. The Global Times, a Chinese government-run English newspaper, wrote
that the Great Firewall only blocks a “tiny number of foreign websites,” of which it named The
New York Times and The Economist, and continued to say that it takes a sophisticated system to
block not only these but also “harmful content” (The Global Times Staff 2016). This quotation
identifies the idea that China has taken great pains to block only certain websites while allowing
the flow of much more important sites that would promote the Chinese economy. The Internet is
a Western invention and, to this writer, the Internet is governed by Western rules and ideology,
something China does not want. This situation then raises the question: is less information is
safer and more secure than more information and having access following to more information?
With any kind of information, whether as innocent as a fact or as dangerous as a rumor,
“a little knowledge is a dangerous thing,” (McGraw-Hill 2002). Since the country has
experienced instability, not only from foreign powers but also from protesters, China has sought
to keep status quo through “realistic” (in International Relations Theory terms), almost draconian
measures, such as disappearing booksellers who were to sell copies of Xi Jinping and His Lovers
(习近平与他的情人们) (Liu 2016). In short, China allows freedom of speech if it is in
accordance with the law, i.e. maintains status quo, but how long can China continue to censor its
Internet in any sphere before it suffers economically and loses power?
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
China as a culture has existed for centuries; China as a state has existed for perhaps fifty
years, even less if one were to begin when Deng Xiaoping opened China to the West. Years of
isolation during Mao’s reign stunted Chinas social, economic, and political growth within the
international community. Although it has the second largest economy in the world, the United
Nations still classifies China as a developing country. Even though China has “opened,” what
information about China is limited? The news that does come from China is reports on anticorruption or conflict around censorship issues, at least those articles that are written in English.
China’s education squelches the potential for creativity and invention. Because of the
educational structure and censorship of information, a disconnect between Chinese citizens and
the outside world has formed. The focus on memorization and regurgitating information reduces
the potential for analytical thought, but increases the potential for security, which China needs.
Censorship of seemingly unsavory topics controls the pool of information, and can drive a
population toward the same opinion, thus creating social stability.
China’s recent history has been fraught with challenges including war, famine, and fear.
It was able to emerge from its self-imposed-isolation only because of one man’s vision. Deng
Xiaoping’s biography and memoir is banned in China, unless it is censored or redacted (Burry
2013), but he is thought of either as a hero or the father of modern-government-corruption (Tong
2015). On the one hand Deng opened China to new possibilities in innovation that helped
improve its economy, but on the other, the way in which he implemented the change allowed
corruption to blossom. Xi Jinping has tried to control the corruption by controlling the media
and by reminding his people that China is part of one family, and must work together, not for the
individual. In so doing, his methods have caused self-censorship within the media. Because of
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Xi Jinping’s compelling display of Party loyalty and because of China’s contemporary history,
Western democratic states see these measures as suppressing freedom of speech.
Many Western states consider censorship on any level to be a violation of fundamental
human rights, or plain evil, but if governments share with their peoples all information to which
they are privileged, is that safe? Now that information can pass from one side of the planet to the
other in an instant, the control of intelligence has become more important than a country’s
physical strategic position. The Arab Spring demonstrated the strength of and ability for
information and communication to change the political climate of a country, even overthrow a
ruler. The Internet has all but nullified physical borders and forced together cultures that would
never have met had it not existed. It has given a louder, more accessible voice to Internet users,
as well as access to more people, their resources, their machines, and their knowledge base.
Today, a government’s Internet security affects its national security, and is only as strong as its
weakest link. The Chinese government sees the Internet not only as a weapon for gathering
intelligence or for cyberattacks but also as a tool for supporting unity and political agenda, one
which could backfire. Originally, the Internet was used as a tool to increase communication
between and among different Western branches of the military and intelligence agencies, but has
since developed other uses to suit the needs of governments and consumers alike. When the
Internet came into commercial/civilian use, the sharing of information was predicated on the
principles of Western democracy. Information on the Internet can be correct, incorrect, once top
secret or public, and once it is available it can exist indefinitely. Thus, actively removing
information on the Internet appears to be either a suppression of free speech or a shady redaction
in a place meant for sharing information.
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Because the Internet was created in the West, its form follows Western ideology.
Western ideology at its core supports the idea that no idea should be silenced, and all who use it
see it was a place to share information. In the Western perspective, information on the Internet,
whether true or false, or classified or not, is to remain uncensored. If a leak occurred that was
the fault of that organization’s security, or lack thereof. The United State’s express that right to
freedom of speech no matter how volatile a voice or perspective or information arguably allows
unfettered information to flow on the internet. Such is the case of the Westboro Baptist church
which is allowed to continually and openly condemn the United States, to protest funerals of
dead soldiers, and to preach that their perspective as the only true perspective, without
censorship unless circumscribed by the courts (Certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals
the Fourth Circuit 2011). The idea that no perspective should be silenced stems from the
Western ideal that all ideas matter, and that silencing one sets a precedent for silencing others,
that there is a danger of marginalizing unpopular opinions. Another, more pragmatic danger is
that a lack of information prevents innovation, practicality, or education. With more access to
more ideas there is a wider base of information from which new ideas, opinions, and
technologies can be formed. Not all cultures share these ideas, and, in the case of China, the idea
of information or informationization takes on a businesslike, not philosophical, role.
Informationization, says the Chinese White Papers on National Defense and Military
Strategy policies, is most important for social and economic development, yet the Chinese
government censors the most easily accessible, pervasive, and largest source of information on
our planet from which new ideas and innovations occur. Of course Chinese censorship extends
to those sites that which have subverted the Chinese government because the mere act of
subversion is illegal. At the same time, newspapers, email services, and large companies which
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are important sources of both business capital, and information, are also censored when
information they disseminate is deemed by the Chinese government to be subversive or wrong.
What information is acceptable under government standards? So far, no policy has defined what
is authorized: this ambiguity gives the government more leeway and control over the Internet.
Xi Jinping has very publicly reminded his listeners that the Party is the patriarch of the family
that is China. He has gone to television stations and newspapers to demonstrate this, which
perfectly represents how much power the Chinese government can have and how fragile the
government can be if media disseminated just the right information that could lead to Jasmine
Revolution.
The answer to the first research question about what China’s cybersecurity policies are
and how they are implemented is as follows. The policies state that the Internet is to be used for
educational, economic, and social development. That which is censored by the government is
irrelevant to education, economy, or society. Any censorship that takes places is because the
information disseminated online is either wrong or undermines the stability of the government.
Of course the policies do not define precisely how the policies will be implemented, save the few
examples deemed censored, such as “porn.” The White Papers on National Defense, Military
Strategy, and Peaceful Development all treat the Internet as a tool to help China develop, even in
cooperation with the rest of the world. The only limit on the Internet has is when it conflicts
with Chinese law or tries to destabilize national security.
With this in mind, the second research question asks what are the effects of Chinese
cybersecurity on Chinese economy, society, and foreign policy? There is no conclusive evidence
to suggest that China’s economy suffers due to its Internet security measures; in fact, we see a
slow-down only in recent months. Aside from a snail-paced bandwidth that may add up over
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time (Schuman 2011), the only inhibiting quality is that of reporting to the outside world.
Chinese citizens can use Virtual Private Networks (VPN) or travel to the United States to access
sites like Google or Facebook; the cybersecurity policies within the White Papers do not limit
Chinese society necessarily. Chinese citizens can still research Western businesses to see new
technologies and new ideas, and bring them into China or build off them if possible.
Cybersecurity policy encourages cooperation with other nations to grow economically and
encourage world peace and stability. By looking at the White Papers only, Chinese
cybersecurity policy actually does not restrict Chinese citizens from information they wish to
gather for development. Those who are critical of the government are asked to do so
anonymously and privately (Wertime 2015) because if government corruption were made public,
that would mean undermining the government’s credibility. We heard of the Bo Xilai scandal
and of Xi Jinping’s efforts to eradicate corruption, but the specifics largely emphasize the fact
that the person found to be corrupt was dismissed and the job was done. This, by no means helps
the argument that unpopular opinion of the government should be censored. In fact, censoring
critical thought online has upset foreign policy.
Other governments perceive Chinese censorship immediately as a silencing of free
speech and call Xi Jinping’s administration oppressive and even authoritarian. It is true that Xi
Jinping has reminded Chinese media that its family name is “the Party,” and that appears to
Western countries as authoritarian. The cultural difference, however, is that Western countries
view freedom of speech as being able to say whatever one wants without repercussions, while
China limits that freedom of speech by alleging requiring truth and freedom from harm. The
West would see censorship of certain sites and posts to prevent certain ideas from reaching other
Chinese citizens or the outside world, and, arguably, as a halt in progress. The question then
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becomes can Chinese society progress with its current cybersecurity policy or will it need less
censorship to continue growing? How can one progress without seeing a starting point or
innovate without seeing what needs exist? The lack of information to make informed decisions
can hinder the ability to think critically and thus innovate. There is, so far, no evidence that
China is hacked for its technological information or ingenuity, and part of the reason for this is
anemic information about China coming from within China. This very idea is exemplified in the
charts tracking cyber-attacks above.
There is insufficient evidence to suggest that China is cyber-attacked as much as other
governments are. The evidence of actual attacks was through Western media outlets. Even still,
the number of reports was low in comparison to other countries who blamed China for their
attacks. Out-of-date information on cyber-attacks are available through such organizations as the
United States Department of Homeland Security, but that data lacks specifics, such as the source
or victim of the scan. There is also insufficient data from official sources on cyber-attacks in
general because such sensitive data would be considered an accusation, thus volatile for foreign
relations. It would be unwise to suggest that China should publicize authors, dates, and times for
cyber-attacks on its systems. However, if it were to divulge that information as often as other
governments do, then China would look less like an instigator and more like the other
governments who fell victim to attacks in the eyes of Western media. There is also insufficient
data to show the specifics of whom China is scanning, when, and from where. While
cybersecurity data can be a threat to national or international security and is a volatile foreign
policy issue, specific data collected on who scanned whom would obviously reveal reasons why
a government would take steps to spy on others. In China’s case the data would demonstrate
what economic, social, or technological needs need fulfilling and why. More research needs to
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be done on whom, how, and how many times China has been cyber-attacked by other
governments or even private entities, and vice versa. More studies on Chinese censorship and
how it affects the Chinese economy is also important to determine how China moves forward in
its economic, social, and foreign relations development.
Chinese economy has blossomed in recent years despite the givens of its cybersecurity
policy and censorship. Chinese society has benefitted from economic growth, and now has more
billionaires than the United States despite censorship (Frank 2016). What cybersecurity policy
has actually affected is China’s foreign relations. China wishes to develop on its own and in its
own way without the West interfering, but we see a growing number of accusations that China
has appropriated Western intellectual property. Looking at China’s history one could argue that
China has managed to keep relatively stable foreign relations. However, in light of draconian
methods of censorship, the West is understandably concerned. Xi Jinping’s visits to bolster unity
and Party support are a reminder that the government is still the “referent object” that needs
protection in order to secure the Chinese people. If Xi Jinping continues to assert Party
dominance over the flow of information, he is denying his citizens the ability to learn and to
grow with the rest of the world and forcing his government to copy innovation rather than
generate it. At the same time he will jeopardize China’s foreign relations. Chinese foreign and
national policy is about informationization, development, growth, and working harmoniously
with the rest of the world, but what the government is doing with cybersecurity promotes just the
opposite. More research is needed to discover whether or not censorship truly squelches
economic growth. With more data and time, it can be determined whether censorship will help
or harm the economy or society; nevertheless, it can be said already that censorship is affecting
China’s foreign relations.
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With the information at hand, this author predicts that if Xi Jinping continues to tighten
censorship on the Internet, Western countries will continue to view him as authoritarian, thus
impacting foreign relations. Claims reported by Chinese netizens that posts were removed or
topics generated by Chinese citizens online blocked by The Great Firewall will ring in the ears
of Western listeners as a violation of freedom of speech. Xi Jinping must reconsider a second
opening to the West for the sake of peaceful and cooperative development between China and
Western countries. Chinese cybersecurity allows for enough economic and social development
to the point where it balances freedom of Chinese citizens and security of the state. For the sake
of peaceful and harmonious cooperation with other countries as is stated in the White Papers, the
Chinese government should communicate more, or make news more open.
Understandably, China wants to move forward with its policies in its own way and without
Western interference, but censoring more information makes China look more like North Korea
to the West and can erode foreign relations. After this look at Chinese cybersecurity, it is less
restrictive than previously thought, and the real problem affecting foreign relations is actually the
export of information from China. Xi Jinping’s administration has to walk a fine line to preserve
the freedom and security of China while communicating with the West. However, as long as
China’s economy continues to do well, there is no reason to change censorship policies. It would
be wise for China to consider opening more to the West and to attempt more collaboration to
achieve a mutual understanding.
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